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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


General Studies (GES) 
 
 


1. Program Strengths: 
 


a. GES courses provide valuable introductions to college life for new students. 
 


b. GES courses are currently being taught in correspondence and face-to-face modes 
only; however, beginning Session 2012, one or more sections will be offered online, 
increasing access to this course for many students. 


 
c. Even though GES 115 is no longer an institutional requirement for graduation, the 


course has value for EOPS and DSPS students, and others, to help them stay in 
college and succeed in other courses. 


 
 
2. Program Weaknesses: 


 
Reduction in the number of adjuncts available to teach GES sections 


 
 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 
 


 
a. College plans to utilize more counseling faculty to teach GES sections. 


 
b. Continue efforts to schedule GES courses at times that are compatible with basic 


skills courses, and evaluate results. 
 


c. Continue efforts to expand offerings of GES courses via online and ITV, as well as 
correspondence and face-to-face. 


 
 


4. Committee Determination:  
 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 
 
 


Executive Summary approved by the Program Review Committee, May 1, 2012 
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General Studies 


Program Review 2012 


Division of History, Social and Behavioral Sciences 


 


Program Evaluation 


Summary  


To be completed by 


the Program Review 


Committee members 


The Program Review Committee shall, after reviewing each program review 


report, prepare a Program Evaluation Summary, which shall be made a part of the 


program review report and shall address these items: 


 


1. Program Strengths: 


2. Program Weaknesses: 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 


4. Committee Determination: 


       a. Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


       b. Report is returned to the department for further work, as follows: 


 


1. Support of the 


College Mission 


A. State the purpose of program. 


 


The General Studies courses help students develop leadership skills and 


strategies to be successful as they enter the college environment.  One course 


may fulfill general studies requirements/electives and serve to introduce students 


to areas of study for the Associate of Arts degree. 


 


B. Describe how the program supports the overall mission of the College as 


adopted by the Board of Trustees. 


 


The GES courses strive to provide an exemplary learning environment that 


promote student success through certificate and/or degree completion, promote 


lifelong learning, and encourage community involvement and development. 


 


C. Describe the unique institutional goal the program achieves. 


 


The program serves to provide transferable course electives as well as 


techniques to complete Associate level degree requirements. 


2 Accomplishments in 


Achieving Goals 


Outlined in the 


Previous Program 


Review 


A. Describe progress in achieving goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such achievements. 


 


There were no goals in the last program review 2006. 


 


The goal now is to look at these courses as a program and document 


achievements. 


 


B. Explain modifications of goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such modifications. 


 


Data is now being collected on student success. 


3. Populations Served 


A. Describe the populations served by the program, including special 


populations. 


 


In addition to the traditional face-to-face student, other populations served 


include inmate students, local correspondence, Title V, DSPS, and EOPS 


students. 


 


B. Describe other populations that should be served by the program, and describe 


plans to serve them in the future. 
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The division would like to increase the availability of online courses, in order to 


better serve students with issues related to transportation and/or distance. 


4. Curriculum History 


 


 


List the courses constituting the program. Of the courses constituting the 


program, list those courses that have not been successfully offered at least once 


during the preceding six (6) semesters.  Explain why such courses were not 


successfully offered. Provide a strategy for improving their success, or explain 


why they should not be removed from the program. 


 


 *GES 080: Supplemental Instruction for General Studies Courses 


 *GES 095: Basic Skills Development 


 *GES 096: Civic Literacy: United States History I 


 *GES 097: Civic Literacy: Local, State, and Federal Government  


  GES 100: Student Leadership 


  GES 101: Introduction to College Life 


  GES 115: The Master Student 


*These courses were not successfully offered at least once 


during the preceding six (6) semesters. 


5. Course Scheduling 


and Availability 


Describe how effectively the scheduling process of classes in the program: 


 


A. Optimizes class availability for day students, evening students and distance 


education students. 


 


A cohort of essential classes is offered by the college with scheduling such that 


students may successfully complete programs.  The GES 115 course is included 


in this cohort group of specially scheduled courses. 


   


B. Optimizes student learning. 


The GES 115 course is offered to students face-to-face or correspondence based 


on the recommendation of counselors when appropriate. 


6. Student Learning 


Outcomes 


A. Describe the process by which the program identifies measures and evaluates 


student learning outcomes at the course, program and degree levels, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


At the course level, student learning outcomes, instructional strategies, and 


assessment measures are identified on each course outline of record and on 


every course syllabus. At program and degree levels, the following SLOs have 


been agreed upon: 


1) Describe and evaluate critically the role  and significance of General 


Studies in the community and the world 


The master student qualities are the guiding force behind Becoming a 


Master Student.  These are not just behaviors that every student should 


strive for, but that every person should strive for. 


2) Exhibit multiple skills including critical thinking, written and oral 


communication, and problem solving 


Exercises throughout the course have been developed to step students 


through Bloom’s six levels of critical thought.  Beginning with levels of 


remembering, understanding, and applying, and then moving on to 


higher levels of analyzing, evaluating, and creating.  


3) Demonstrate research competency 


Students study how to gather information on books, articles, computer-


based sources and interviews.  Research papers are studied from other 


classes and evaluated. 


 


B. Describe the process by which program improvements are made, and provide 
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evidence that this process is being followed. 
 


Students are assessed at the beginning and ending of the course to discover and 


acknowledge their own strengths, as well as areas for improvement in the areas 


of Attitude, Time, Memory, Reading, Notes, Tests, Thinking, Communicating, 


Diversity, Money, Health, and Purpose.  Students learn to tell the truth about 


how they study and the type of student they want to become. 


 


7. Program and Course 


Coverage 


A. Describe how effectively courses in the program are covered by: 


     1) Full-time faculty; 2) Part-time (adjunct) faculty 


One full-time faculty is responsible for course outline updates, program review 


and teaching.  Adjunct and other faculty teach overload. 


B. Describe ongoing or projected deficiencies in faculty coverage of courses in 


the program. 


There is no projected deficiency in faculty coverage. 


C. Describe plans to improve program and course coverage, if applicable.  N/A 


8. Professional 


Development 


A. Describe specific professional development activities in which faculty 


members in the program participate, and explain how such activities benefit 


or enhance the program and support and facilitate student learning 


outcomes. 


 


Due to budgetary constraints, professional development activities have been 


limited to flex day trainings and consultation with colleagues.   The one full-


time faculty has attended conferences and workshops at his own expense.  


 


B. Describe areas of unmet professional development needs among faculty in 


the program, if applicable, and outline plans to address those needs. 


 


The division recognizes the need for professional development activities; 


however, the current financial situation dictates keeping current through 


online study when possible.  


9. Student 


Performance 


and 


Completion 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester course completions in the program over 


the preceding six (6) semesters. (Course completion rate = A, B, C or CR divided by A, B, C, 


D, F, CR, NC, W, MW, IP) 


B. Display and comment on annual degree or certificate completions, if applicable, over the 


preceding three (3) academic years.  Not applicable.   


 


 


Student Success*--Question #9 on Program Review Template 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


GES 100             


A,B,C,P 3 1         


A,B,C,P…W 7 3         


% Success  42.9% 33.3%         


              


GES 101             


A,B,C,P 24 30 11 19 19 21 


A,B,C,P…W 33 45 28 28 29 28 


% Success  72.7% 66.7% 39.3% 67.9% 65.5% 75.0% 
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GES 115             


A,B,C,P 151 112 134 91 138 133 


A,B,C,P…W 261 188 221 158 214 210 


% Success  57.9% 59.6% 60.6% 57.6% 64.5% 63.3% 
 


 
 


      
       
       


 


10. 


Enrollment 


and 


Financial 


Trends 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester enrollments in program courses over the 


preceding six (6) semesters.   


B. Display and comment on annual program expenditures over the preceding three (3) years, 


as to: supplies, contracts, capital outlay and other non-salary expenses. 


General 
Studies 


Salaries Benefits Supply 
Operate 
Expense


s 
Capital TOTAL 


      


       


2008-2009 
 


 
 $    
137,632.5  


 
 $     
29,525.68  


 
 $     
162.28  


$      
35.81 


 
 $           
-    


 
 $ 
167,356.2  


 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


2009-2010  
 $      
72,844.00  


 $     
20,984.94  


 $      
11.30  


 


 $           
-    


 $   
93,840.24  


 


 
      
79,237.40 


 
     
15,009.97 


 
      
46.93 


 
 
 


 
94,294.30 


2010-2011  


   
  


     


Enrollment History--Question #10 on Program Review Template 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


GES 100-1 7 3         


GES 101-1 13   9 16 29 28 


GES 101-2 20 23 19 12     


GES 101-3   22         


GES 115-1 33 30 26 25 24 31 


GES 115-2 33 24 23 15 22 28 


GES 115-3 26 27 24 29 30 21 


GES 115-4 25 25 21 25 29 26 


GES 115-5 25 23 27 24 29 28 


GES 115-6 28 21 26 20 25 27 


GES 115-7 21 27 26 18 25 24 


GES 115-8 24 11 24   30 25 


GES 115-9 21   24       


GES 115-A 25           


GES 115-CX       1     


GES 115-IS       1     
 


11. Facilities A.  Are current facilities, such as classrooms, offices and equipment, adequate to support the 


*Success is defined as earning a grade of A,B,C or P.  Success rate is calculated as 
follows: A,B,C,P divided by A,B,C,D,F,I,NP,P,W.    
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and 


Equipment 
program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


B. Is available dedicated space adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


C. Is available equipment adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


D. Describe plans for future changes in support facilities or equipment. 


 


N/A 


12. Strengths 


and 


Weaknesses 


A. List and comment on the major strengths of the program. 


 


1. The courses offer specific techniques to achieve college success. 


2. The full-time faculty member’s doctoral studies focused on student success. 


3. Faculty members are committed to academic integrity. 


4. Multiple modalities of instruction are used throughout the program in order to optimize student 


learning. 


 


Students are continuing to change their studying habits.  They are also learning important critical 


thinking skills.  


 


B. List and comment on the major weaknesses of the program. 


 


1. The program has been reliant on adjunct faculty.  This will change July 1, 2012 as the college 


becomes more budget conscious. Even though GES 115 was eliminated as an institutional 


requirement for graduation, the EOPS and DSP&S Programs use the course for helping their 


students stay in college and succeed in other courses.  Counselors also use the course to fill the 12 


credit minimum for students receiving PEL Grants. 


 


13. Plans to 


Remedy 


Weaknesses 


Identify specific steps to correct identified weaknesses and provide the timeline by which they are 


to be corrected. 


 


The college is reducing the use of adjunct faculty Spring 2012.  Counselors will be teaching more 


of these classes in lieu of adjuncts. 


 


14. Plans to 


Advance the 


Program 


Describe other plans that will advance the program. 


 


Face-to-face classes are scheduled in conjunction with basic skills courses.   Evaluations will be 


conducted on the effectiveness of scheduling GES courses in conjunction with basic skills courses. 








 
 


 


PALO VERDE COLLEGE 
 


Summer Session 2012 
June 11, 2012 – July 20, 2012 


 


ADJUNCT FACULTY 
 
 
Name Course # Course Title 
 


Bram, Jason BIO 100 01 Introduction to Biology 
 
Cahill, Mike Academic Counselor 
 
Castillo, Richard ENG 099 01 Basic Composition 
 
Clinton, Philip GEO 101 01 Physical Geography 
 GEO 103 01 World Geography 
 
Copple, Derek HEA 132 01 Certified Phlebotomy Tech-Practical 
 
Dagnino, Irma ADS 101 01 Introduction to Addiction Studies 
 GES 105 01 Introduction to College Life 
 Academic Counselor 
 
Eoff, Kevin HIS 130 01 American History I 
 HIS 140 01 American History II 
 POS 145 01 American Political Institutions 
 
Jones, Sheri PSY 101 01 General Psychology 
 PSY 210 01 Abnormal Psychology 
 
Lopez, Maria Academic Advisor 
 
Martinez, Peter BUS 201 01 Principles of Organizational Leadership 
 MAN 145 01 Organizational Behavior 
 







Peterson, Scott CIS 101 01 Intro to Computers & Information Systems 
 CIS 102 01 Personal Computer Applications 
 
Rivera, Hortensia ADS 103 01 Case Management and Document 
 GES 115 01 The Master Student 
 Academic Counselor 
 
Shibalovich, Paul MAT 088 01 Intermediate Algebra with Lab 
 MAT 110 01 College Algebra 
 
Snider, Greg HEA 140 01, 02 Health Education 
 
Thiebaux, Brian BUS 101 01 Introduction to Business 
 BUS 105 01 Business Mathematics 
 ENG 101 01 Reading and Composition 
 
Vizcarra, Margarita Academic Counselor 
 








PALO VERDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 


2012 Successor Agreement Negotiations 


PALO VERDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CSEA, CHAPTER 180 


May 22, 2012 


Spring, 2012: Due to unforeseen financial conditions, the Palo Verde Community College District 


(“District”) proposes to negotiate the following with CSEA Chapter 180: 


Article 3 (Compensation and Health and Welfare Benefits): The District proposes changes to Article 3, to 


adjust the salary schedule/benefits options based on current and anticipated financial conditions.  The 


District also proposes changes regarding step and column advancement.    The District also proposes 


clarification language regarding professional growth compensation, discussion of fees for 


employees/family members attending Palo Verde College, related Health and Welfare issues, salaries for 


classified employees transferred to the classroom, etc.   


For other contract negotiations to occur, as mutually agreed upon by the District and CSEA Negotiation 


Teams, as scheduled:    


Article 2: Payroll Deductions/Maintenance of Membership: §2 – request that the Fair Share 


Fee be established and applied per the terms of the CSEA Contract. 


Article 4: Hours and Overtime: §1 – clarification of working hours. 


Article 5: Vacancies, Transfers, and Promotions: Clarification and potential changes to be 


consistent with Education Code and Title 5 of the procedures to ensure open and fair 


hiring practices applicable to §1, §2, §3, 4, 5, and 10.   Redefine the process for 


Reclassification noted in §11 and §12.    Clarification for the terms and conditions 


(salary, benefits, status during temporary assign as a non-classified member, retreat 


rights, etc.) for classified temporary transfers into faculty teaching positions to address 


college needs. 


Article 7: Evaluations, Probation, and Personnel Rights: §1 - Review and reconsideration of the 


evaluation procedures and evaluation form and the consideration of waiver of longevity 


for employees on a “performance improvement plan”. 


Article 8: Paid and Unpaid Leaves: Review and clarify language to be consistent with 


Education Code and Title 5 regulations related to §2, §3, §4, §5, §6, §7, §11, §12, §13, 


and §14 and to address such issues as floating holidays, vacation and sick leave accrual, 







sick leave/abuse and documentation, application of sub-difference, catastrophic illness, 


catastrophic donation procedures and leave bank, and other aspects as may arise 


through discussion of the this Article. 


Article 9: Layoffs:  Clarification of all Sections. 


Other: Child Care: Discussion relevant to a “carve out” for the Child Care employees 


applicable to salary negotiations. 


The District is also reviewing other provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement.  Additional 


subjects of meeting and negotiating arising after the presentation of this initial proposal shall be 


made public within 24 hours pursuant to Government Code 3547(b). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


Biology 
 
 


 
1. Program Strengths: 


 
a. Faculty commitment to tracking and improving student learning through 


pre- and post-tests and through implementation of a rubric. 
 


b. The Biology program and faculty provides important curriculum support 
the PVC’s nursing program. 


 
c. Faculty involvement in professional associations and professional 


development programs. 
 


d. Faculty development of online course in Biology to provide students with 
innovative teaching approaches. 


   
 


2. Program Weaknesses: 
 


Program faculty has indicated the need for tutoring services available to biology 
students. 
 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 
 


Continue ongoing efforts to monitor and evaluate student learning and 
implement changes that continue to enhance student learning. 


 
4. Committee Determination:  


 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 
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Program Review 


Biology 


2011-2012 
 


Part 1: Support of the College Mission 
 


State the purpose of the program. 


 


The Biology Program is designed to provide varied science courses that help address the 


educational needs of the community.  Biology courses are currently used as core and 


elective requirements for an Associate in Science Degree and General Education 


respectively.  A large number of our courses meet the course requirements transferable to 


a Bachelor Degree at a 4 year institution. 


 


Describe how the program supports the overall mission of the college as adopted by 


the Board of Trustees. 


 


The Biology Program provided an exemplary learning environment through teaching, use 


of the scientific methods to solve problems, proficient use of laboratory techniques, 


analysis and critical thinking skills and hands-on experiences.  Additionally, the goal of 


the Biology Program supports the college mission by providing courses that include the 


general education requirements needed for transfer purposes and meet the requirements 


for the Licensed Vocational Nursing, the Registered Nursing Programs and the Bachelor 


of Science in Nursing respectively. 


 


Describe the unique institutional goal the program achieves. 


 


The Biology Program provides general education transferable courses and specific 


courses designed solely toward the completion of the Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN), 


the Registered Nurse (RN) and the Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) Programs.  


Based on the aforementioned, the Biology Program provides opportunity for students to 


fulfill community dire need for well-trained professional healthcare workers.  It satisfies 


the mission of the college by assisting all prospective students in developing the ability to 


utilize the scientific method of inquiry to find and comprehend information relating to 


biological issues and similarly apply that knowledge to their “real lives,” including the 


recognition of ethical aspects of knowledge. 


 


 


Part 2:  Accomplishments in Achieving Goals Outlined in the Previous 


Program Review 


 
Describe progress in achieving goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such achievements. 
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The Biology Program successfully accomplished the prior goal outlined in the previous 


program review of preparing the prospective students for employment.  Case in point, 15 


former Palo Verde College students upon successful completion of the LVN, RN, BSN 


and Dental Hygiene Programs are gainfully employed at Palo Verde Hospital, La Paz 


Regional Hospital in Parker, Arizona, Eisenhower Medical Center, in Rancho Mirage, 


Ironwood State Prison and Chuckwalla Valley State Prison in Blythe, California 


respectively. 


 


Explain modifications of goals outlined in the previous program review, providing 


evidence documenting such modifications. 


 


There were no modifications of goals outlined in the previous program review. 


 


 


Part 3:  Populations Served 
 


Describe the populations served by the program, including special populations. 


 


The populations served by Biology Program include: 


 


 Persons interested in the Licensed Vocational Nursing program 


 Persons interested in a Registered Nursing program 


 Persons interested in a Bachelor of Science in Nursing program 


 Individuals needing continuing educational courses to maintain licenses and 


certificates 


 Students are pursuing the Associate of Science Degree 


 Prospective students who are interested in transferring to institutions of higher 


learning 


 Biology Program makes every effort to appeal to a diverse population of students 


through scheduling arrangements that meet the needs of students including: 


graduating high school seniors, single parents, disabled, minority, and 


economically disadvantaged.   


Describe other populations that should be served by the program, and describe 


plans to serve them in the future. 
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It is our position that courses will continue to be developed to meet the dire need and 


aspirations of our community. 


 


 


Part 4:  Curriculum History 
 


List the courses constituting the program. 


 


The courses constituting the Biology Program encompass: 


 BIO 100 Introduction to Biology 


 BIO 101 Introduction to Biology Laboratory 


 BIO 110 Basics of Biology 


 BIO 111 Basic Microbiology 


 BIO 115 Evolution 


 BIO 140 Animal Biology (Zoology) 


 BIO 141 Introductory Botany (BOT 140) 


 BIO 210 Human Anatomy 


 BIO 211 Human Physiology 


 BIO 280 Selected Topics in Biology 


 BIO 290 Selected Studies in Biology 


 


 


List those courses that have not been successfully offered at least once during the 


preceding 6 semesters. 


 


 BIO 115 Evolution 


 BIO 140 Animal Biology (Zoology) 


 BIO 141 Introductory Botany (BOT 140) 


 BIO 280 Selected Topics in Biology 


 BIO 290 Selected Studies in Biology 


 


Explain why such courses were not successfully offered. 


 


The aforementioned courses were not successfully offered because of student preference 


for other courses that constitute the Biology Program.  Additionally, when offered, 


courses with poor enrollment are usually cancelled by the Office of Instruction. 


 


 


 


Provide a strategy for improving their success, or explain why they should not be 


removed from the program. 


 


The Biology Program will continue the broad offering of courses and schedules to serve 


all students.  We will schedule effective mix of day, evening and night courses across the 


Biology curricula. 
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Part 5:  Course Scheduling and Availability 
 


Describe how effectively the scheduling process of classes in the program: 


 


Optimize class availability for day students, evening students and distance education 


students. 


 


The Biology Program courses offering are student centered.  We offer a wide range of 


courses to our prospective students.  We schedule a mix of day and evening courses and 


many sections across the Biology curricula in order to optimize classes each semester and 


summer session for day students, evening students and distance education students 


respectively.  The great success in number of students enrolling in Biological courses is 


an attestation to the aforementioned. 


 


Optimizes Student Learning 


 


Many factors help contribute to student optimize learning in the Biology Program.  The 


quality of instruction is highly imperative.  Additionally, the course content, student 


preparedness, adequate workload, and support services for students enable students to 


demonstrate problem-solving abilities in the major content areas of biology, analyze the 


logic of a multiple choice question and similarly choose the correct response from among 


related items and write clear responses to essay questions without including extraneous 


information or omitting information necessary to provide a clear answer. 


 


 


Part 6:  Student Learning Outcomes 
 


Describe the process by which the program identifies measures and evaluates 


student learning outcomes at the course, program and degree levels and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


The Division of Mathematics and Sciences at Palo Verde College attest that 


understanding of mathematics and sciences is imperative and an integral part of well-


rounded education.  Towards this clear-cut goal, the Division recently instituted the 


Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) for all courses that demonstrate research, analytical 


reasoning, applied science and technological skills for real life expectations. 


 


The Biology Program utilizes the pre-and-post test in addition to the traditional 


examinations testing procedures in our assessment of Program’s relationship to outcome.  


Commencing spring 2007 Semester, the pre-tests and post-tests were given to face to face 


in-class students.  Similarly, a rubric has been developed for scoring each question.  The 


pre-test and post tests are duly administered at the beginning of the semester and end of 


the semesters. These tests are designed to ascertain the here and now of students learning. 
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Describe the process by which program improvements are made, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


The pre-tests examinations will be given at the beginning of each semester and post-test 


will be given at the end and student’s grades will be compared and evaluated.  The 


assessment findings will yield wealth of information and most importantly, which 


program remediation is needed. 


 


 


Part 7: Program and Course Coverage 
 


Describe how effectively courses in the program are covered by Full-Time and Part-


Time Faculty. 


 


The Biology Program has a full-time professor and an adjunct professor at the Palo Verde 


College Main Campus and an adjunct faculty member at the Needles Campus. The 


aforementioned effectively cover all courses by a mix of day, evening, and night classes 


while using face-to-face, correspondence and online modes of instruction. 


 


Part 8:  Professional Development 
 


Describe specific professional development activities in which faculty members in 


the program participate, and explain how such activities benefit or enhance the 


program and support and facilitate student learning outcomes. 


 


The Biology Program faculty members are involved in professional development 


activities by attending conferences such as the Hispanic Association for Colleges and 


Universities, The National Science Foundation and the American Association for the 


Advancement of Science respectively.  Additionally, the faculty members of the Biology 


Program duly participate in Palo Verde College Flex Day, College seminars, and career 


Day activities.  The knowledge gained in the aforementioned is duly transmitted to 


prospective students in the Biology Program, thereby enhancing their know-how. 


 


 


Describe areas of unmet professional development needs among faculty in the 


program, if applicable, and outline plans to address those needs. 


 


Currently, there are no areas of unmet professional development needs. 


 


 


Part 9: Student Performance and Completion 
 


Display and comment on semester-by-semester course completions in the program 


over the preceding 6 semesters.  
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Academic Year Total Student 


Enrollment 


Successful 


Completion 


Number 


Withdrawing  


Retention Rate 


 


Spring 2007 114 88 26 77% 


Fall 2007 145 116 29 80% 


Spring 2008 126 87 39 69% 


Fall 2008 97 73 24 75% 


Spring 2009 144 117 27 81% 


Fall 2009 137 106 31 77% 


Spring 2010 123 97 26 78% 


Fall 2010 112 83 29 74% 


Spring 2011 149 119 30 79% 


 Total Average 76.66% 


 


 


Based on extrapolation of the above table, the Biology Program continues to contribute 


immensely to the overall Palo Verde College mission of exemplary learning environment 


that promotes student success.  It is imperative to bear in mind that the average retention 


rate for the aforementioned years is 77%. 


 


Part 10: Enrollment and Financial Trends 
 


Display and comment on semester-by-semester enrollments in the program over the 


preceding 6 semesters. 


 


Academic Year Enrollment 


Spring 2007 114 


Fall 2007 145 


Spring 2008 126 


Fall 2008   97 


Spring 2009 144 


Fall 2009 137 


Spring 2010 123 


Fall 2010 112 


Spring 2011 149 


 


Based on the Grade Distribution by Institutional Division, the only conclusive inference 


drawn is that enrollment over the past 6 semesters plus in the Biology Program shows an 


upward trend.  This trend is attributed to several sections of Distance Education Courses 


being offered, several sections offered as in Human Anatomy and Human Physiology and 


students’ dire needs. 


 


Display and comment on semester-by-semester expenses incurred by the program 


over the preceding 6 semesters, as to:  supplies, contracts, capital outlay and other 


non-salary expenses. 
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2006-2007 Salaries Benefits Supplies   Contracts Total 


Biology $98,020.76 $22,604.68 $945.31 $1,039.00 $122,609.75 


 


2007-2008 Salaries Benefits Supplies   Contracts Total 


Biology $152,814.45 $40,165.88 $1,972.39 $2,092.53 $297,045.25 


 


2008-2009 Salaries Benefits Supplies   Contracts Total 


Biology $163,924.20 $44,693.47 $932.47 $2,831.20 $212,381.34 


 


2009-2010 Salaries Benefits Supplies   Contracts Total 


Biology $113,728.20 $33,384.21 $1,332.07 $116.00 $148,560.48 


 


2010-2011 Salaries Benefits Supplies   Contracts Total 


Biology $102,089.50 $22,846.40 $0.00 $0.00 $124,935.90 


 


Expenses incurred by the Biology Program over the preceding 6 semesters plus are 


appropriate for current enrollment. In terms of specificity, the aforementioned encompass 


field trips, mileage, and conferences. 


 


 


Part 11:  Facilities and Equipment 
 


Are current facilities, such as classrooms, offices and equipment, adequate to 


support the program?  Explain. 


 


There is one dedicated lecture/laboratory classroom for the Biology Program.  Adjoining 


the lecture/laboratory classroom is the faculty office.  The proximity of the 


aforementioned allows for great access between the lecture/laboratory and the faculty 


office.  Additionally, there are extensive specimen storage areas adjacent to the 


classroom. 


 


Is available dedicated space adequate to support the program?  Explain. 


 


The available dedicated space is adequate to support the Biology Program at this time. 


 


Is available equipment adequate to support the program?  Explain. 


 


Yes, the available equipment is adequate to support the program in terms of here and 


now. 


 


Part 12:  Strengths and Weaknesses 
 


List and comment on the major strengths of the program.   


 


The Biology Program strengths encompass: 
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 Broad appeal of all our courses to prospective students in terms of high number of 


courses offered every semester and number of sections 


 The Biology Program is financially viable based on high FTE count and strong 


student enrollment 


 The Biology Program continue to maintain very steady student enrollment 


 The unconditional positive regards for students( acceptance of students for who 


they are and respect for them) 


 Faculty academic preparedness(academic qualifications)  and years of experience  


 


List and comment on the major weaknesses of the program. 


 


 Lack of qualified tutors in the Learning Skills Center to tutor biology students in 


dire need 


 Insufficient coverage of online courses and face to face classes. 


 


 


Part 13:  Plans to Remedy Weaknesses 
 


Identify specific steps to correct identified weaknesses and provide the timeline by 


which they are to be corrected. 


 


To ensure availability of qualified tutors to teach students in the Biology Program, the 


Learning Skills Center is duly informed to hire students who have successfully completed 


higher core courses within the discipline. Hiring additional adjunct professors of 


Biological Sciences will be a step in the right direction in the near future. 


 


 


Part 14:  Plans to Advance the Program. 


 
 Describe Other Plans That Will Advance the Program 


 
The Biology Program is dedicated to providing an exemplary learning environment that 


promotes students success.  Toward this clear cut objective, we will continue to monitor 


students in Biology Courses success rate through assessment of student’s skills that 


include: term papers, laboratory reports, student centered discussions, data analysis, 


problem solving ability and critical thinking skills.  Biological Sciences continue to be 


the basic building blocks, cornerstones and integral part of the Palo Verde College 


Curricula.  Additionally, an online introduction biology course will be taught every 


semester. 








PALO VERDE COLLEGE 


Program Review 


Chemistry 
Prepared by Biju Raman 


 


2007-2012 


 


 


 


  


The Chemistry Department at Palo Verde College believes that an understanding of chemical 


sciences is an indispensable part of a sound education in the overall development of students in 


not only the Health and Allied Sciences, but also engineering, pure and applied sciences. The goal 


is to provide all students with access to supportive, excellent education, where all students learn 


by direct experience with the methods and processes of inquiry. Our faculty are highly trained, 


committed to student development, and dedicated to helping students achieve their maximum 


potential. Our curriculum is structured to encourage students to engage in critical thinking and to 


help students realize that learning is a life-long endeavor. 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


Chemistry 
 
 
 


 
1. Program Strengths 


 
a. Faculty utilization of innovative teaching methodologies, such as open 


resource textbooks and online lab s, to enhance student learning. 
 


b. Implementation of math and English pre-requisites to increase the 
chances of student success. 


 
c. Faculty commitment to continuously evaluate student learning through 


the use of multiple measures of learning. 
 


2. Program Weaknesses 
 


a. Need for qualified tutors in Chemistry. 
 


b. Need for sufficient enrollments to justify more frequent face-to-face 
chemistry lab sections. 
 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 
 


Continue work in open education resources, monitoring student learning 
achievement, evaluating learning, and making improvements in teaching 
methods and approaches. 


 
4. Committee Determination:  


 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 
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PROGRAM REVIEW: 


CHEMISTRY 


2007-2012 
 


 


PART I: SUPPORT OF THE COLLEGE MISSION 
 
A. STATE THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM. 


 


The Chemistry discipline is comprehensive in that it provides a variety of science courses 


that address the diverse educational needs of the community. Almost all course offered 


by the Discipline satisfy general education requirements for associate degrees and 


transfer to four-year institutions. These courses emphasize the development of student 


critical thinking skills that contribute to academic and vocational success and impart a 


basic understanding of the sciences. 


 


B. DESCRIBE HOW THE PROGRAM SUPPORTS THE OVERALL MISSION OF THE COLLEGE 


AS ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 


 


The Chemistry discipline provides an excellent learning environment through both face-


face and online courses, all designed to give students the tools for success through on the 


job, practical, hands-on experiences.  This discipline promotes scientific inquiry, 


environmental awareness, synthesis of interrelated disciplines, and lifelong learning 


through lecture and laboratory courses for those pursuing degrees within and outside of 


the physical sciences.  


 


C. DESCRIBE THE UNIQUE INSTITUTIONAL GOAL THE PROGRAM SERVES. 


 


The Chemistry discipline provides unique lower division general education transferable 


and nontransferable courses, as well as preparation for occupational certificate programs. 


No other discipline at Palo Verde College encompasses and teaches such a wide variety 


of topics. Upon completion of this coursework, students should be able to use scientific 


methodologies to understand, describe, explain, and even predict human behavior and 


natural phenomenon. By knowing how people and social institutions function and relate 


to their physical surroundings, students can contribute to society. 


 


 


PART II: ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN ACHIEVING GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS 


PROGRAM REVIEW 
 
A. DESCRIBE PROGRESS IN ACHIEVING GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS 


PROGRAM REVIEW, PROVIDING EVIDENCE DOCUMENTING SUCH ACHIEVEMENTS. 


 


By moving the medium of instruction for the CHE 101 – Introduction to General 


Chemistry to exclusively online medium on the BRIDGE using OER (open educational 
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resources), we have reached all the underserved populations of the district by making the 


course material available 24/7 for the duration of the semester. This is also done at a 


fraction of the earlier cost since the OER materials are free. By incorporating both the 


theory and lab experience into a unique virtual experience, we have eliminated the lack of 


attendance issue which is plaguing many of our face-face classroom experiences.  


 


B. EXPLAIN MODIFICATIONS OF GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM 


REVIEW, PROVIDING EVIDENCE DOCUMENTING SUCH MODIFICATIONS. 


 


By working with the curriculum committee the department has strengthened the pre-


requisites required for both entry into the course in terms of the English and math 


courses. This has strengthened the fundamental basis of reading, writing and arithmetic 


that is required to succeed in the class. 


 


PART III: POPULATIONS SERVED 


A. DESCRIBE THE POPULATION SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING SPECIAL 


POPULATIONS. 
  


The Chemistry program is open to all Palo Verde College Students and the general 


public interested in physical sciences. The students served by the Chemistry discipline 


are diverse with slightly more females (52%) than males (For the academic years of 


2004 through 2011). Student ethnic diversity is also mixed, with no single ethnicity 


forming a majority. This is unusual, as historically under-represented people are less 


likely to take science courses. Thus this discipline is showing improvement in breaking 


down the ethnic barriers of education.   


 


The Chemistry discipline serves approximately 20 students per semester. The course 


offering in the Discipline are currently meeting the needs of transfer students. Initial 


surveys indicate that almost all of the students enrolled in Chemistry courses indicated 


transfer as an educational goal.  


 


 


B. DESCRIBE OTHER POPULATIONS THAT SHOULD BE SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, 


AND DESCRIBE PLANS TO SERVE THEM IN THE FUTURE. 


 


PVC sometimes has enough students to offer a face-face class. So our labs are kept ready 


and viable to keep these offerings possible in the future. 


 


PART IV: CURRICULUM HISTORY 


 


A. LIST THE COURSES OFFERED SUPPORTING THE PROGRAM OR CERTIFICATE. 


GIVE THE DATE OF FIRST OFFERING FOR EACH, AND INDICATE HOW MANY 


SECTIONS WERE SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED DURING EACH OF THE LAST FOUR 


REGULAR SEMESTERS (TWO YEARS). 
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Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Fall 2009 CHE 101: Introduction to General Chemistry 1 Section 


   


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Spring 2010 CHE 101: Introduction to General Chemistry 1 Section 


   


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Fall 2010 CHE 101: Introduction to General Chemistry 1 Section 


   


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Spring 2011 CHE 101: Introduction to General Chemistry 1 Section 


   


 


 


 


B. LIST THOSE COURSES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED AT LEAST 


ONCE DURING THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 


 CHE 108: Organic Chemistry 


 CHE 109: General, Organic and Bio-Chemistry 


 CHE 210: General Chemistry I 


 CHE 211: General Chemistry II 


 


C. EXPLAIN WHY SUCH COURSES WERE NOT SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED. 


 


Currently, courses are undergoing revision to include the ability to deliver them via 


online methods. It is the desire of the program to have these courses offered in the very 


near future. Therefore, they have not been placed on “inactive status” in the college 


catalog. 


 


D. PROVIDE A STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING THEIR SUCCESS, OR EXPLAIN WHY THEY 


SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED FROM THE PROGRAM. 
 


Again, the ability to deliver these courses via online delivery method should and will 


make these courses strong and viable offerings for student success. 


 


PART V: COURSE SCHEDULING AND AVAILABILITY 


 


A. OPTIMIZES CLASS AVAILABILITY FOR DAY STUDENTS, EVENING STUDENTS AND 


DISTANCE EDUCATION STUDENTS. 
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The majority of the Discipline’s courses transfer to CSU and UC campuses. Since the 


Chemistry Department, offers the courses online, it meets the needs of students on 


campus either during the day or evening, and also those who are located off campus. 


 


Since the CHE 101 – Introduction to General Chemistry is offered completely online, we 


are able to meet the needs of the students who need this class by making it available 


continuously on the BRIDGE. Once the students have registered through the PVC-


Services, the same login credentials can be used to access the content on the BRIDGE. 


The OER that are used in the program, currently like MIT – OPENCOURSEWARE and 


FLATWORLDKNOWLEDGE.COM make their resources available with a very high 


degree of reliability. 


 


An important factor in offering courses that students need is the decision about when and 


where they are offered. Studies show that the number of hours students work per week is 


increasing. In most cases students are working between 15 and 25 hours/week, with 25% 


working more than 26 hours/week. Clearly, when students work this much, the 


scheduling of classes will be critical in determining if they can, in fact, take any classes. 


Palo Verde College instructors report a continuing pattern of large numbers of students 


attempting to add distance education classes at the beginning of the terms in an attempt to 


alleviate the restrictions of work schedules not coinciding with course offerings. The 


courses taught in the Discipline are difficult to learn via traditional distance education 


methods. Therefore we have developed, and will continue to develop, courses that can be 


taught on-line in an attempt to make the learning of scientific processes and methods 


mirror that of face-to-face instruction. 


 


B. OPTIMIZES STUDENT LEARNING. 


 


Quality of student learning may be reflected by student grades, student retention and 


student satisfaction. Student learning will be evaluated using retention rates (% of 


students that remain in the class until the end of the term), successful completion rates (% 


of students that receive A, B, or C grades in the class) and Survey data, beginning with 


the Fall 2002 term. The retention rate for Discipline courses is 58% and is an indication 


of our student’s belief they can complete the course. This is especially remarkable given 


the nature of the Discipline’s courses and their diversity. The transfer courses for science 


majors and non-science majors are rigorous and demand a commitment of time and 


energy from our students. The successful completion rates for the Discipline need to be 


improved, and towards this goal, some of the attributes of the student success have been 


identified. Over the last six semesters, 44% of the students have completed Discipline 


courses successfully. Many factors can contribute to a student’s ability to successfully 


complete a course. Quality of instruction, preparedness of students, course content, 


support services for specific courses and student workload are a few of the factors that 


affect student success. 
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PART VI: STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 


A. DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE PROGRAM IDENTIFIES, MEASURES AND 


EVALUATES STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES AT THE COURSE, PROGRAM AND 


DEGREE LEVELS, AND PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING 


FOLLOWED. 
 


The Division of Mathematics and Sciences at Palo Verde College believes that an 


understanding of mathematics and the sciences is an indispensable part of a sound 


education. Our goal is to provide all students with access to supportive, excellent 


education, where all students learn by direct experience with the methods and processes 


of inquiry. Our faculty are highly trained, committed to student development, and 


dedicated to helping students achieve their maximum potential. Our curriculum is 


structured to encourage students to engage in critical thinking and to help students realize 


that learning is a life-long endeavor. 


 


The Chemistry discipline strives to maintain the currency of course content and 


laboratory exercises (where applicable). All course outlines have been reviewed and 


updated within the last two years. Each course outline defines course-specific learning 


outcomes. However, on a program-wide basis, the Math and Science Division has 


recently developed Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) applicable for all courses taught 


with the spectrum of Math and Science and has implemented assessment procedures and 


analysis of the SLOs.  


 


 Demonstrate research, analytical reasoning, applied science and 


technological skills for real life expectations. 


 


Pre and Post tests are continually being administered in face-to-face classes   as stated in 


the most recent program review.  Traditional tests, quizzes, and homework are being 


assigned and graded with appropriate corrections and comments.   


 


The quality of lab reports that were being submitted by the CHE 101 – Introduction to 


General Chemistry students after viewing the video labs online was inadequate. To help 


them better model the report, a sample of a good report is being provided in the course 


syllabus along with suggested topic headings to help structure the written presentation. 


 


 


The Chemistry Discipline have utilized pre- and post-tests, progressive quizzes, and 


rubrics since Spring 2007 term as an instrument for assessing learning outcomes. With 


the recent addition of our online learning system, this task has been simplified, both in 


terms of delivery and analysis. The tests/quizzes are designed to involve students solving 


specific problems using several sets of particular data relevant to the Discipline. A rubric 


has been developed for scoring the various attributes of the project. 


 


All assessment findings for the division will be compiled and cataloged giving each 


faculty the ability to evaluate outcomes at the course and division level. Following the 
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time necessary for sufficient data collection, the Math and Science Division will compile 


the assessment findings and make the necessary recommendations for remediation, if 


necessary.  


 


B. DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE, 


AND PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING FOLLOWED. 


 


Learning assessment is in its proficiency stages at Palo Verde College. The access to 


DATATEL, necessary for compiling the necessary reports and thus furthering the 


program can be improved. The Chemistry Department will work closely to provide the 


students with any necessary program improvements as identified. 


 


PART VII: PROGRAM AND COURSE COVERAGE 


 


A. DESCRIBE HOW EFFECTIVELY COURSES IN THE PROGRAM ARE COVERED BY 


FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME FACULTY. 
 


The Chemistry faculty meets the minimum qualifications to be an instructor at Palo 


Verde College and is adequate to support the program at the Main Campus, as well as all 


distance education courses.  


 


 


B. DESCRIBE ONGOING OR PROJECTED DEFICIENCIES IN FACULTY COVERAGE OF 


COURSES IN THE PROGRAM. 


 


There is no need for additional support staff for the Chemistry program at this time. 


However, due to the nature and expertise necessary, it will be likely that an adjunct 


faculty member will be utilized to cover the course taught at Needles Campus. 


 


 


PART VIII: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 


 


A. DESCRIBE SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN WHICH 


FACULTY MEMBERS IN THE PROGRAM PARTICIPATE, AND EXPLAIN HOW SUCH 


ACTIVITIES BENEFIT OR ENHANCE THE PROGRAM AND SUPPORT AND FACILITATE 


STUDENT LEARNING. 


 


The Chemistry faculty is involved in campus activities and is active in the community 


and professional organizations, continuing their education and participating in activities 


that utilize or increase their expertise. Instructors routinely participate in professional 


development in terms of continuing professional education and seminars.  Instructors 


attend professional workshops available through the various discipline-related 


organizations and federal, state and regional organizations.  Faculty also enrolls in 


university courses to keep current in their field. Faculty of the Chemistry program 


regularly participate in in-service activities, including College Flex Day trainings, college 


seminars, and other professional growth opportunities offered on campus.  Currently, 
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there is much interest in open educational resources and service learning. The faculty is 


heavily involved in providing students access to free educational materials to lessen the 


financial burden students face, and has placed many students in seasonal, temporary or 


career oriented places of employment.  


 


The chemistry department is part of the Kaleidoscope Project which is in the running to 


obtain the Gates Foundation Scholarship to further the development of use of OER’s to 


improve student accessibility and success to the Chemistry courses.  


 


B. DESCRIBE AREAS OF UNMET PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AMONG 


FACULTY IN THE PROGRAM. 


 


At this time, all professional development is currently being met, thus there are no plans 


to address the needs to rectify any deficiency.  


 


PART IX: STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND COMPLETION. 


 


A. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER COURSE COMPLETIONS IN 


THE PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 
 


Academic Year Success Rate Retention Rate 


Fall 2008 10% 20% 


Spring 2009 70% 90% 


Fall 2009 21% 28% 


Spring 2010 22% 55% 


Fall 2010 70% 80% 


Spring 2011 70% 75% 


 


The retention rate for chemistry discipline courses over the last six semesters is 58% and 


is an indication of our student’s belief they can complete the course. This is especially 


remarkable given the nature of the Discipline’s courses and their diversity. The 


successful completion rates for the Discipline are respectable. Over the last six semesters, 


44% of the students have completed Discipline courses successfully. 


 


PART X: ENROLLMENT AND FINANCIAL TRENDS. 


 


A. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER ENROLLMENT IN THE 


PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 
Semester Student Enrollment 


Fall 2008 14 


Spring 2009 9 


Fall 2009 21 


Spring 2010 13 


Fall 2010 21 


Spring 2011 16 


 


Enrollment over the past six semesters has shown a familiar trend when a campus is in 


the development phase of a discipline program. Historically, enrollment numbers are 
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predictably varied during the phase in period of a program. Recent enrollment has 


decreased and is constant with the overall college unduplicated headcounts for the last six 


semesters 


 


B. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER EXPENSES INCURRED BY 


THE PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 
Academic Year Supplies Operating Exp. Capital Total Change 


2006-2007 0 0 0 0  


2007-2008 0 0 0 0 0 


2008-2009 0 0 0 0 0 


2009-2010 0 0 0 0 0 


2010-2011 0 0 0 0 0 


Average 0 0 0 0 0 


 


The expenses incurred by the Chemistry discipline are appropriate for current enrollment 


and program activities. For the past years, the chemistry department has kept the 


expenses to zero in all categories of supplies, operating expenses and capital because we 


switched to a virtual format there is no expense of the resupply of the chemicals towards 


the wet lab experience. Also, by switching over to the OER’s and making the resources 


on the BRIDGE from these sources, we have kept the cost of development to a minimum. 


 


 


PART XI: FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 


 


A. ARE CURRENT FACILITIES, SUCH AS CLASSROOMS, OFFICES AND EQUIPMENT, 


ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? 


 


The Chemistry discipline is housed within the Classroom Building and has a dedicated 


lecture/laboratory classroom. The facilities utilized by the Discipline were constructed 


within the last eleven years and are in excellent condition. Adjoining the dedicated 


classroom is the faculty office, allowing for ease of and simultaneous access to the 


teaching forum and faculty office.  


 


B. IS AVAILABLE DEDICATED SPACE ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? 


 


All of the facilities are adequate for the support of this program. 


 


C. IS AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? 


 


Both the classroom and faculty office have a dedicated computer station each. In 


addition, the classroom has media playing devices and a digital projection and sound 


system. Laboratory equipment is limited, but adequate to support the program. 
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D. DESCRIBE PLANS FOR FUTURE CHANGES IN SUPPORT FACILITIES OR EQUIPMENT. 


 


If we make CHE 109 an online hybrid class by making the theory online and labs face-


face, we will need to replenish our stock of the chemistry experiments that make up that 


class. Apart from the restocking of the chemicals needed for specific courses, there is no 


major need for capital outlay in the support facilities or equipment. 


 


PART XII: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 


 


A. LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM. 
 


 The Chemistry Discipline provides our students with a wide variety of courses 


designed to meet their varied needs and requirements.  


 Our primary goal is to facilitate student growth and success and at the same 


time maintain academic standards appropriate to our courses. 


 Continue to coordinate course offerings with changes in requirements of the 


various CSU and UC campuses, as well as, the changing vocational needs of 


students. 


 Chemistry faculty brings years of education, practical work experience, and 


training to every class. 


 Chemistry maintains a steady student enrollment in classes. 


 The ability to provide adequate online laboratory instruction. 


 


B. LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR WEAKNESSES OF THE PROGRAM. 


 


 Lack of qualified tutoring services that have the knowledge base to tutor 


students in the Chemistry. A consistent question received from students is 


directed at where they can obtain help outside of the classroom. Currently 


there are no tutors in the Learning Skills Center qualified to tutor chemistry 


students. As a result, the faculty assumes the role of tutor, allowing students in 


need to receive extra learning opportunities. 


 The course content delivery currently depends on the ready availability of the 


OER’s which are third party resources for maintaining the structure and 


integrity of the program. If these were for any reason to be not made available 


then we would have to develop our proprietary resources on the BRIDGE so 


that the department would be self-sufficient. 


 


 


PART XIII: PLANS TO REMEDY WEAKNESSES. 


 


IDENTIFY SPECIFIC STEPS TO CORRECT IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES AND PROVIDE THE 


TIMELINE BY WHICH THEY ARE TO BE CORRECTED. 
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In order to have a qualified tutor that is able to tutor students in Chemistry, that student 


must have already successfully completed core courses within the Chemistry discipline. 


An incentive of monetary compensation (employment) might improve the chances that a 


former Chemistry student would consider occupying such a position. Currently there are 


no monies dedicated that would allow this to occur; however, recent budget requests are 


being considered. 


 


PART XIV: PLANS TO ADVANCE THE PROGRAM. 


DESCRIBE OTHER PLANS THAT WILL ADVANCE THE PROGRAM. 


 


The Chemistry Discipline is committed to providing out students with the best possible 


education. To that end we need to continue to establish procedures for evaluating our 


successes and failures and employ them on a regular basis. We need to monitor all of our 


courses’ retention and success rates and develop plans to address any problem areas that 


are identified. We need to develop the use of different teaching methods that reach across 


a broad spectrum of student intellectualism. We need to continue to develop evaluation 


methods that monitor the effectiveness of our teaching techniques. 


  


Over the next couple of semesters, the chemistry faculty will be working at identifying 


alternate OER’s and also developing proprietary resources on the BRIDGE. 


 

































 


PALO VERDE COLLEGE 


Curriculum for Board of Trustees Approval 
(Approved by Curriculum Committee May 10, 2012) 


(CHANGES EFFECTIVE FALL 2012 UNLESS NOTED) 


 


DESCRIPTION OF COURSES SECTION 


 


 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES (Pages 80-213) 
 
 


REVISED COURSES: 
 
 


ALCOHOL/DRUG STUDIES 
 


ADS 107 GROUP AND FAMILY PROCESSES 


3 units            Course length: 54 hours lecture 


Prerequisite: ENG 099 eligibility 


Group and family processes focus on interpersonal dynamics which involve direct participation in a small group experience. The course 


covers major theories and research strategies regarding interpersonal behavior, interpersonal styles, forms of communication, group 


process, group goals, decision making, controversy and conflict, leadership, and communication problems. The course will instruct 


students on the utilization of strategies to prevent interpersonal and systems dysfunctions with communication groups, family 


enrichment, and parenting groups. This course is designed for students in the Alcohol and Drug Studies Program. It is required for 


certification with the California Certification Board for Alcohol and Drug Counselors. 


 


COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
 


CIS 130 INTRODUCTION TO 3D COMPUTER ANIMATION 


3 units          Course length: 36 hours lecture, 54 hours laboratory 


3D Computer Animation is an ever growing industry.  Computer animation today is used in computer games, computer generated fi lms, 


software, E-commerce, advertisements and virtual reality.  In this course, various computer animation and graphic design techniques 


and topics will be introduced and discussed.  The main topics that will be covered are object modeling, 2D and 3D animation, the 


World/Object Coordinate System, Spline Objects, Material Management, Object Management, Hyper-nurb Objects, Null and Symmetry 


Objects, and Lighting. 


 


CIS 248 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 


3 units            Course length: 54 hours lecture 


             Course length: 36 hours lecture, 54 hours laboratory 


Recommended: CIS 101, CIS 102 


This course discusses the procedures and techniques necessary for implementing a new computer system or modifying an existing 


computer system. The course addresses both large computing systems and micro-computing systems. Hardware and software 


considerations are discussed. 


 


 


 


 


 







HEALTH EDUCATION 
 


HEA 130 CERTIFIED PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN I (CPT1) 


3 units          Course length: 54 hours lecture, 12 hours laboratory 


Prerequisite: High School graduate or GED 


A course certified by the California State Department of Health Services for a certificate as a “Certified Phlebotomy Technician 1 (CPT 


1)”. Includes: 27 hours basic and 27 hours advanced classroom instruction. Basic instruction topics include: universal precautions, 


infection control, laboratory and equipment safety; circulatory system, basic anatomy and physiology; medical terminology; patient and 


specimen identification; selecting and preparing skin puncture sites and antiseptic; blood collection equipment, proper order of the 


tubes, anticoagulant; post puncture care; medical  waste and sharps. Advanced instruction topics include: advanced infection control 


and biohazards; preanalytical sources of error in specimen collection; anatomical site selection and patient preparation; risk factors and 


complications; anticoagulation theory; corrective actions to take with phlebotomy and specimen processing; problem solving; 


communications, stress, behavior, ethics; QA and quality assurance in phlebotomy practice. Note: This class is the first of a two-


course program. 


 


HEA 160 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN I 


4-6 units     Course length: 60-80 hours lecture, 60-80 hours laboratory (120-160 hours total) 


*Variable hours to be determined upon the county in which the class is conducted. 


Prerequisite: Must be 18 years of age to register.  Must have current Healthcare Providers CPR card. 


The Emergency Medical Technician I course is approved by the Riverside County Health Services Agency (Emergency Medical 


Services Division). The purpose of the EMT 1 training program is to prepare the individual to render basic life support at the scene of an 


emergency, during transport of the sick and injured, or during inter-facility transport within an organized Emergency Medical Services 


(EMS) System. The course emphasizes demonstration of competency and proficiency in the required skills. Required for ambulance 


personnel. The course is recommended for ancillary medical emergency personnel. The student must be 18 years of age to register.  


Passing score is at least 75% 80% for the individual’s name to be submitted for National Registry Testing for certification processing.  


The variable hours for the EMT course are  to be determined by the various county Emergency Medical Services Agencies.  For 


Riverside County students, a passing score of at least 75% 80% is also sent to Riverside County EMS Authority for certification 


processing. The course includes additional clinical time at hospital and ambulance setting. Upon completion the student will 


have met the required standards and be eligible to register for the National Registry Emergency Medical Technician (NREMT) 


– Basic Examination. This course is required for ambulance personnel.  Two 6 hour Saturday sessions are required. 


 


HEA 161 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN REFRESHER 


1 unit          Course length: 12 hours lecture, 12 hours laboratory 


2 units                    Course length: 32 hours lecture, 4 hours laboratory 


Prerequisite: Current Emergency Medical Technician I license or which has been expired less no more than 6 months expired license. 


The EMT Refresher course is a review of the skills and knowledge covered in the EMT Basic course.  Additionally, EMS regulations 


require students receive information on new equipment, current research, change or updates in protocols and issues of general 


concern to EMS providers in order to maintain certification. 


The EMT Refresher course contains information on current EMT Techniques, procedures and local protocols; provides a 


review of the skills and knowledge covered in EMT Basic course in order to meet recertification. The course is designed for 


recertification of a current EMS License or EMT card that has not expired for more than six (6) months. Skills verification and 


passing performance on written examinations are required for course completion. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







HEA 162 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN I (CHALLENGE) 


0 units            Course length: 8 hours lecture 


              Course length: 6.5 hours clinic/field 


Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and meets the current requirements as defined by Riverside County EMS 


Agency. Verification of eligibility per Department of Public Health Emergency Medical Service Agency; Current HealthCare 


Provider CPR card. 


Consists of written test to determine knowledge and proficiency test of skills. Eligible persons are permitted to take the challenge 


examination only one time. Persons failing the challenge examination must complete the basic course, HEA 160, to receive an 


Emergency Medical Technician I (Ambulance) course completion certificate. Offered through Community Service only. No credit will be 


given and the course will not be on the student’s transcript. 


As defined by Title 22, there are situations where other licensed medical professionals or certain members of the Armed 


Force may sit for the EMT basic training course. The applicant must successfully pass the full and complete test for EMT 


basic training, both written and skills. The applicant upon successful completion of the written and skills test will receive a 


“Challenge” certificate for submission to the Emergency Services Agency. The Challenge exam will be offered only during the 


final exam week of the semester in which the EMT program is offered. 


 


 


 


REACTIVATED COURSES: 
 


CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 


CRJ 085 POLICE EXPLORER ACADEMY I 


2 units          Course length: 20 hours lecture, 50 hours laboratory 


This course is designed to provide the student with an overview of the career in Law Enforcement. This portion of the program focuses 


on physical fitness, laws of arrest, review of the legal system, criminal law, crime scene searches, search and seizure, protection and 


collection of evidence. This course may be offered as Pass/No Pass. 


 


CRJ 086 POLICE EXPLORER ACADEMY II 


2 units          Course length: 20 hours lecture, 50 hours laboratory 


This is the second course in the Explorer Academy series designed to focus on accident investigation, child abuse, cultural 


discrimination, controlled substance, and crimes against persons and property. This course may be offered as  


Pass/No Pass. 


 


FIRE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY 
 


FST 134 BASIC WILDLAND FIREFIGHTER ACADEMY 


2 units          Course length: 32 hours lecture, 35 hours laboratory 


This course prepares the novice wildland firefighter for successfully combating wildland fires as part of either an engine or hand crew. 


Subjects covered include: basic fire chemistry, terminology, wildland fuels and fuel loads, wildland fire behavior, firefighting tools, 


survival techniques, protective clothing and equipment, and basic wildland firefighting strategies and tactics. This course may be offered 


as Pass/No Pass. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







UPDATED COURSES: 
ACC 101 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I 


ACC 102 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II 


ANT 101 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 


AUT 100 INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 


AUT 101 BASIC TECHNICIAN SKILLS 


AUT 110 BRAKE SYSTEMS 


AUT 111 AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 


AUT 212 ENGINE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 


BUS 135 BUSINESS LAW 


BUS 221 INCOME TAX PROCEDURES 


CIS 101 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS  & INFORMATION SYSTEMS 


CIS 102 PERSONAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 


CIS 123 WEB PAGE DESIGN USING HTML 


CIS 124 WEB PAGE DESIGN TOOLS 


CIS 131 ANIMATION PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCTION I 


CIS 132 ANIMATION PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCTION II 


CIS 133 ADVANCED 3D COMPUTER ANIMATION 


CIS 260 DESKTOP PUBLISHING 


CIS 265 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 


GES 101 INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE LIFE 


HEA 132 CERTIFIED PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN I (CPT-1) PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 


HIS 125 CALIFORNIA HISTORY 


NUR 100 CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT – LECTURE 


NUR 118 CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT – CLINICAL 


NUR 250 IV THERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR NURSES 


PHI 100 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 


SOC 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 


 
COURSES APPROVED TO BE OFFERED VIA CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION: 
ACC 101 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I 


ACC 102 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II 


ADS 107 GROUP AND FAMILY PROCESSES 


ANT 101 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 


BUS 135 BUSINESS LAW 


BUS 221 INCOME TAX PROCEDURES 


CIS 123 WEB PAGE DESIGN USING HTML 


CIS 124 WEB PAGE DESIGN TOOLS 


CIS 130 INTRODUCTION TO 3D COMPUTER ANIMATION 


CIS 131 ANIMATION PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCTION I 


CIS 132 ANIMATION PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCTION II 


CIS 133 ADVANCED 3D COMPUTER ANIMATION 


CIS 248 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 


CIS 260 DESKTOP PUBLISHING 


CIS 265 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 


GES 101 INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE LIFE 


HIS 125 CALIFORNIA HISTORY 


PHI 100 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 


SOC 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







COURSES APPROVED TO BE OFFERED VIA DISTANCE EDUCATION: 
ACC 101 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I 


ACC 102 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II 


ADS 107 GROUP AND FAMILY PROCESSES 


ANT 101 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 


BUS 135 BUSINESS LAW 


BUS 221 INCOME TAX PROCEDURES 


GES 101 INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE LIFE 


HEA 130 CERTIFIED PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN I (CPT1) 


HEA 160 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 


HIS 125 CALIFORNIA HISTORY 


PHI 100 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 


PHY 101 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS 


PHY 110 GENERAL PHYSICS I 


PHY 220 GENERAL PHYSICS II 


SOC 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 
 
REMOVE CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION STATUS FROM COURSES: 
 
CHD 101 CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
CHD 102 CHILD, FAMILY AND THE COMMUNITY 
CHD 103 INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM 
CHD 104 PRINCIPLES & PRACTICES OF TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN 
CHD 105 OBSERVATION AND ASSESSMENT 
CHD 106 HEALTH, SAFETY AND NUTRITION 
CHD 107 TEACHING IN A DIVERSE SOCIETY 
CHD 108 PRACTICUM – FIELD EXPERIENCES 


 
COURSES TO BE MOVED TO INACTIVE STATUS: 
 


ACC 209 PAYROLL ACCOUNTING 
ACC 216 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ACCOUNTING 
BUS 100 COMPUTER KEYBOARDING 
BUS 102 SPEEDWRITING 
BUS 107 ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
BUS 208 RETAILING 
MAN 110 SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 
MAN 115 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MAN 205 INVESTMENTS 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 







REVISED PROGRAMS: 
 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
 
CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT REQUIREMENTS: 


BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 


 


Course Title  Units 


BCT 100      Introduction to Building Trades 3 


BCT 101     Rough Carpentry                      3 


BCT 102     Advanced Framing Techniques 3 


BCT 110     Blueprint Reading                   3 


 


Building Technologies Electives -  


Choose minimum of 6 units from the list below: 


 


Course Title  Units 


BCT 112      Basic Electricity 3 


BCT 113      Basic Plumbing  3 


BCT 210      Interior Trim Carpentry  3 


BCT 200 Cabinetry I 3 


BCT 211      Concrete Construction [OR]  


BCT 212      Masonry Construction 3 


BCT 215      Intro to Computer Aided 


 Drafting (CAD)  3  


BCT 220 Photovoltaic Systems 3 


 


Total Required Units 18 


 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 







BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
 
CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT REQUIREMENTS: 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 


 


Course Title  Units 


♦ACC 101 Principles of Accounting I          4 


♦ACC 102 Principles of Accounting II  4 


BUS 135 Business Law  3 


BUS 202  Business Communication             3 


ECO 106 Principles of Microeconomics  3 


MAN 105 Principles of Management and  


 Organizations  3 


MAN 106 Personnel Management      3 


MAN 107 Small Business Management  3 


 


Electives - Choose a minimum of 5 units from the list below: 
 


Course Title  Units 


♦ACC 209 Payroll Accounting  3 


♦ACC 216 Intro to Computer Accounting  2 


BUS 101 Introduction to Business  3 


BUS 105 Business Mathematics     3 


♦BUS 115 Small Business Finance    3 


BUS 201 Principles of Organizational  


 Leadership  3 


CIS 120 Spreadsheets: Microsoft Excel  2 


ECO 105      Principles of Macroeconomics  3 


MAN 145 Organizational Behavior         3 


MAN 205 Investments                            3 


♦PSY 145 Human Relations                    3 


 


Total Required Units 31 


 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 







CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 
A.S. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 
Course Title  Units 
♦CRJ 103 Criminal Law  3 
CRJ 115    Introduction to Law Enforcement/ 
 Corrections  3 
CRJ 120 Community Relations   3  
CRJ 125      Report Writing  3 
CRJ 135 Spanish for Emergency Services  
 Personnel                                      3   
  [OR]  
Elective   Spanish Course  2-5 
CRJ 206      Legal Aspects of Evidence  3  
♦ENG 103   Critical Thinking and English  
 Composition  [OR]   
PHI 210   Introduction to Logic                     [OR]  
♦SPE 102 Public Speaking 3  
♦PSY 101  General Psychology  3  
♦PSY 210  Abnormal Psychology  3 
Elective  Criminal Justice  3  
Elective Criminal Justice  3 
Elective Criminal Justice  3 


 
A.S. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 
Course Title  Units 
♦CRJ 103 Criminal Law  3 
CRJ 115    Introduction to Law Enforcement/ 
 Corrections  3 
CRJ 125      Report Writing  3 
CRJ 130 Alcohol, Narcotics & Drug Abuse 3 
♦CRJ 165  Arrest and Firearms® 3 
CRJ 206      Legal Aspects of Evidence  3  
♦PSY 101  General Psychology  3  
 


 
Electives – Choose a minimum of 9 units from the list below: 


 
CRJ 104 Criminal Investigation 3 
CRJ 120 Community Relations   3  
CRJ 132 Family Intervention® 3 
CRJ 135 Spanish for Emergency Services  
 Personnel                                      3   
  [OR]  
♦SPA 101 Elementary Spanish I 5 
CRJ 155  Crime Scene Investigation 3 
CRJ 220 Interviewing and Counseling 3 
  [OR] 
♦PSY 220  Counseling and Interviewing 3 
♦PSY 210  Abnormal Psychology  3 
 


 
Total Required Units 30 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT REQUIREMENTS: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 


Course Title  Units 
♦CRJ 103 Criminal Law                          3 
CRJ 115       Introduction to Law Enforcement/ 
 Corrections  3 
CRJ 120    Community Relations                   3 
CRJ 125      Report Writing                                3 
CRJ 135  Spanish for Emergency Services  
 Personnel 3 
  [OR]  
Elective Spanish Course                           2-5 
CRJ 206  Legal Aspects of Evidence             3 
Elective Computer Course                           2-3 
 
Electives - Choose a minimum of 12 units from the list below: 
 
CRJ 102 Juvenile Procedures               3 
CRJ 104   Criminal Investigation                    3 
CRJ 130 Alcohol, Narcotics, and  
 Drug Abuse  3 
CRJ 133  Women and Crime                        3 
CRJ 150 Patrol Procedures                           3 
♦CRJ 160 Reserve Officer Level III                 2 
♦CRJ 165 Arrest and Firearms                        3 
CRJ 220 Interviewing and Counseling         [OR]        
♦PSY 220  Counseling and Interviewing  3 
♦PSY 210 Abnormal Psychology                     3 
 
Total Required Units 31 


 


CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT REQUIREMENTS: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
 
Course Title  Units 
♦CRJ 103 Criminal Law  3 
CRJ 115    Introduction to Law Enforcement/ 
 Corrections  3 
CRJ 125      Report Writing  3 
CRJ 130 Alcohol, Narcotics & Drug Abuse 3 
♦CRJ 165  Arrest and Firearms® 3 
CRJ 206      Legal Aspects of Evidence  3  
 
Total Required Units 18 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







REACTIVATED AND UPDATED PROGRAMS: 
 


COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
 


A.S. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
The curriculum in this program leads to the Associate of Science Degree and/or employment in computer information 
systems or computer applications. This degree requires 27 units of which 18 are required courses. (See college catalog 
for options for the Associate of Science Degree general education requirements.) 
 
Required Courses (18 units)  Units 
CIS 101 Introduction to Computers  3 
CIS 102  Personal Computer Applications  3 
CIS 123 Web Design Using HTML  3 
CIS 130 Introduction to 3D Computer Animation 3 
CIS 248 Systems Analysis and Design  3 
CIS 265 Adobe Photoshop  3 
 
Restricted Electives (6 units)  Units 
CIS 124 Web Page Design Tools  3 
CIS 131 Animation Principles and Production I 3 
CIS 132  Animation Principles and Production II 3 
CIS 133  Advanced 3D Computer Animation  3 
CIS 260  Desktop Publishing  3 
 
Restricted Courses (3 units)  Units 
MAN 105 Principles of Management and Orgs. 3 
MAN 106 Personnel Management  3 
MAN 107 Small Business Management  3 
BUS 201 Principles of Organizational Leadership 3 
 
Total Required Units  27 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


Astronomy/Physics 
 
 


 
1. Program Strengths: 


 
a. Faculty involvement in the Colorado River Astronomy Club and other community 


events related to astronomy. 
 


b. Commitment by faculty to implement student learning outcomes assessment 
methods. In both astronomy and physics. 


 
 
2. Program Weaknesses: 


 
The enrollments in physics sections are low, and PHY 101 is offered only sporadically 


 
 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 
 


a. Research the feasibility of an online physics course and lab. 
 


b. Continue efforts to evaluate student learning outcomes to improve student 
learning and success. 


 
 


4. Committee Determination:  
 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 
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PROGRAM REVIEW 


ASTRONOMY/PHYSICS 


1.  Support of the College Mission 


         A.  Purpose of the Program 


 1.  AST 101, AST 105, and AST 110 offer instruction in college-level astronomy, with          


 emphasis on the observational, mathematical, and historical development of the science. 


 2.  PHY 101, PHY 110, and PHY 220 offer instruction in college-level physics, with          


 emphasis on the experimental, mathematical, and historical development of the science. 


 Astronomy is naturally an excellent source for physics applications. 


        B.  Support of the College Mission 


 1.  Course offerings in astronomy and physics are well-suited to fulfilling the College's mission of 


 addressing the natural desire to understand the world and the heavens.                             


        C. Unique Institutional Goal 


 1.  The six courses are applicable to the associate degrees offered by Palo Verde College. They  


 are transferable and applicable to IGETC.  


       2.  All of the offerings in astronomy and physics are transferable to California State 


 University and the University of California. In this way, these courses assist students 


 seeking to pursue four-year degrees in Science. The program also provides access to 


 astronomical events. 


 


2.  Accomplishments in Achieving Previous Goals 


         A.  Progress 


 1.  Projected Goal:  At present, there are not sufficient funds to fulfill the project of 


 building an observatory north of the College. The number of physics courses offered 


 should be increased.  The physics laboratory should be equipped, at least to a minimum.  


        B.  Accomplishment of Goals  


2.  Accomplishment of Goal:  In  2004, the College offered only one astronomy course, 


 AST 101.  Now three courses are offered:  AST 101, AST 105, and AST 110. 


            3.  Accomplishment of Goal:   Following the recommendation of the administration of  


 the College,  Dr. Garcia in 2004 contacted the Astronomy Club to reinitiate its 


 activities. The club had been inactive for many years. The club now is called PVC's 


 Colorado River Astronomy Club. 


3.  Population Served 


 A.  Describe Populations 
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     1.  Students seeking transferable courses, associate degrees, or both. 


 B. Other Populations 


     2.  Students enrolling in astronomy or physics courses for personal enrichment. 


4.  Curriculum History 


 A.  Courses in the Program 


              1.  AST 101  Introductory Astronomy 


   2.  AST 105  The Solar System 


   3.  AST 110  Beyond the Solar System 


   4.  PHY 101  Introduction to Physics 


   5.  PHY 110  General Physics 1 


   6.  PHY 220  General Physics 2 


 


 B.   History 


 The three Astronomy courses have been repeatedly and successfully offered for more 


 than three years.  It is believed that the courses will continue to be successfully   


 offered since there has been a strong demand for them.  As for Physics, only Physics 101 


 has been offered three times in the same period of time.   


 


5.  Course Scheduling and Availability 


 


A.  How scheduling Optimizes Availability:  For Astronomy, the courses have been 


offered face to face during the evening, and/or distance learning to accommodate the 


demand.  For Physics, the courses have been offered sporadically. 


 


 B.  How Scheduling Optimizes Student Learning:  It is convenient to offer astronomy 


 courses in the late afternoon or in the evening so that part of the time could be used to 


 observe the stars in the dark. 


 


6.   Student Learning Outcomes 


 


 A.  Process: The course outlines of record for all astronomy courses have been regularly 


 updated by Division faculty members. Course outlines incorporate student learning 


 outcomes.   The following plan is being implemented.   


 


 The course syllabus is updated continuously with revisions and improvements to make 


 learning more effective.   Before introducing a topic, a pre-test is administered to 


 determine prior knowledge.  The pre-test can be written or verbal.  After analyzing the 


 needs of the students from the pre-test, direct instructions are provided along with 


 frequent checking for understanding as the instruction proceeds.  Checking for 


 understanding may be oral, written, or a demonstration.  To accomplish this, the 


 following teaching strategies are implemented:  students summarize for the class the 


 salient points of the direct instruction; students come to the board to teach a problem to 


 the class; or students work in cooperative groups to solve problems.   As errors are 
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 detected that are common to the group, Help Guides are developed.   One of the most 


 effective methods of developing Help Guides is to have the students participate in the 


 development of the guides, which increases class participation and ownership of the 


 strategies in the Help Guides.  After direct instruction and checking for understanding, 


 the students then will do practical exercises in implementing what they have learned, 


 often working in groups to solve problems or do experiments.   Assignments are 


 provided in which students research different topics and report out on them.  Students 


 participate in science experiments on the topic of discussion.  For the astronomy and 


 physics classes, students are invited to all of the events of the Colorado River 


 Astronomy Club.  Post-tests are conducted following instruction, results are reviewed 


 with the students, and then these results are evaluated to determine if the areas where 


 students needed help have been addressed.     


 


 B.  Improvements:  Many of the strategies are already being implemented.  Other 


 elements of learning assessment will be implemented in the future, as data is compiled 


 and documentation is modified.  The use of technology will be increased to provide even 


 more simulations and observations.  Based on outcomes from future assessments, 


 improvements  will be made in student learning outcomes. 


 


7.  Program and Course Coverage 


 


 A.  Course Coverage by Full- and Part-time Faculty:  For Astronomy, the astronomy 


 program has had an instructor for the past ten years. There is adequate coverage based 


 on enrollment of the program.  Therefore, one or two astronomy courses have been 


 offered each semester.  For Physics, only Physics 101 has been offered sporadically.   


 


B.  Plans to improve coverage: So far, the astronomy courses offered by the Division 


have successfully covered the increasing demand.    


 


C.  Physics should be offered consistent with demand. 


 


8.  Professional Development  


 


 A.  The instructor teaching the College's astronomy and physics courses is a full-time 


 mathematics, physics, and astronomy instructor, and maintains current best practices of 


 teaching theory and observational astronomy. Whenever possible, the instructor travels to 


 different observatories, museums and astronomical places of interest in California and 


 nearby  states. As an adviser of the PVC's Colorado River Astronomy Club, he helps 


 organize at least two major astronomical observational public events and several informal 


 events in Blythe yearly. 
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9.  Student Performance and Completion 


 


 A.  The Registrar Office provided the following information: 


 


COURSE COMPLETIONS FOR AST 101 


 


TERM 


 


Number of Students  


Enrolled 


 


Number of Students with Final Grade 


C or Better 


 


Percentage of 


Success 


Fall 


2010 


 


47 


 


31 


 


66 


Fall 


2011 


 


33 


 


19 


 


58 


 


COURSE COMPLETIONS FOR AST 105 


 


TERM 


 


Number of Students  


Enrolled 


 


Number of Students with Final 


Grade C or Better 


 


Percentage of 


Success 


Fall   


2008 


 


42 


 


34 


 


81 


Spring 


2009 


 


48 


 


40 


 


83 


Fall   


2009 


 


24 


 


22 


 


92 


Spring 


2010 


 


32 


 


23 


 


72 


Spring 


2011 


 


29 


 


23 


 


79 


Spring 


2012 


 


35 


 


Pending 


 


Pending 


 


 


COURSE COMPLETIONS FOR AST 110 


 


TERM 


 


Number of Students  


Enrolled 


Number of Students with Final 


Grade C or Better 


 


Percentage of 


Success 


Spring   


2012 


 


15 


 


Pending 


 


Pending 


 


 


COURSE COMPLETIONS FOR PHY 101 


 


TERM 


 


Number of Students  


Enrolled 


Number of Students with Final Grade 


C or Better 


 


Percentage of 


Success 


Fall   


2008 


 


8 


 


5 


 


63 


Fall     
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2009 11 8 73 


Fall  


2010 


 


14 


 


11 


 


79 


 


  


 B.  Degree Completions:  Currently there is no associate degree with major or emphasis 


 in astronomy or physics. However, many students apply AST 101, AST 105, and AST 


 110, PHY 101, PHY 110, PHY 220 toward the associate degree in science offered by the 


 College.    


 


 


10.  Enrollment and Financial Trends 


 


 A.  Enrollment: The total numbers in the past four years are 


 


TERM TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN AST/PHY 


Fall 2008 50 


Spring 2009 48 


Fall 2009 35 


Spring 2010 32 


Fall 2010 61 


Spring 2011 29 


Fall 2011 33 


Spring 2012 50 


 


 This means that the average number of astronomy and physics students for those eight 


semesters has been 42. However, the enrollment in the fall of 2011 was 33, and in the spring of 


2012 it increased to 50, a real improvement. 


  


 B.  Expenditures:  In the past three years, the College has not incurred  any 


 expenditure for physics classes, astronomy classes or astronomy events. The Astronomy 


 Club has supplied capital and equipment for the astronomy events.   


 


11.  Facilities 


 


 A.  Adequacy of Current Facilities:  For the present, the facilities are adequate.  


 


 B.  Adequacy of Dedicated Space:  Adequate for the present. 


 


 C.  Adequacy of equipment: Adequate for the present. 


  


 D.  Plans for future changes: The past administration has commented about the possibility 


 of constructing an observatory; however, the fiscal situation prohibits this plan.  Exhibits 


 can be set up in the Library and projections can be shown in the Auditorium.   The 


 Colorado River Astronomy Club may do presentations. 
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12.  Strengths and Weaknesses 


 


            A.  Strengths: The faculty and the administration of PVC and the community of Blythe 


 have shown interest in astronomy courses and astronomy events. The enrollment in 


 astronomy courses and the attendance for astronomy events has increased in the past 


 three years.  The Colorado River Astronomy Club has promoted the name of the college 


 and attracted new students.   The Club presents a three-day Star Stare event in the fall, 


 which attracts astronomers from many other areas and provides a community night which 


 is always well attended.  It also hosts an event for International Astronomy Day in the 


 spring, which takes place at the local Palo Verde Valley Public Library.   Art contests are 


 held to promote participation in the International Astronomy Day by students in the 


 elementary and secondary schools.    Observations are also held informally throughout 


 the year to view different astronomical events, such as the Messier Marathon.   


  


B.  Weaknesses:  The lack of a dedicated facility.  There is only one astronomy and 


physics instructor at PVC. This limits the possibilities to offer new courses.  


 


13.  Plans to Remedy Weaknesses 


 


 Plans for addressing weaknesses of the astronomy program will be the construction of a 


dedicated facility and perhaps events will be held at the Performing Arts Theater.  More 


displays promoting astronomy and physics will be presented in the  library.    


 


14.  Plans to Advance the Program   


 


 More astronomy and physics courses will be implemented in the near future.  The 


 astronomy courses and the astronomy events will be coordinated. The existing buildings 


 and facilities will be used to promote interest in astronomy and physics. 
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The Geosciences discipline provides lower division general education transferable and 


nontransferable courses, as well as preparation for occupational certificate programs. The 


Discipline provides students an opportunity to study human cultures, persons (past and present), 


social behavior, investigate the internal and external processes of Earth, and the natural 


relationships between geologic processes, natural resources, and the needs of society. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Geosciences 


 
1. Program Strengths: 


 
a. Discipline faculty willingness to implement new teaching methodologies 


and techniques, including online instruction and Bridge delivery, adoption 
of open source texts, and implementation of scoring rubric to track 
student learning. 


 
b. Discipline faculty conducting Flex Day training, working with outside 


agencies such as the National Park Service and solar programs, and 
working with four-year institutions that offer degrees and majors (e.g., 
Environmental Studies at UC Riverside/CSU Fresno), for which PVC’s 
geosciences program is suitable preparation 


 
c. Discipline faculty commitment to tracking student learning outcomes and 


implementing improvements to improve continuously student learning.   
 


d. The Program Committee commends faculty for efforts to develop a 
program in Geographic Information Systems.  While the program was 
unsuccessful in attracting sufficient students to make it feasible, we 
applaud the effort to develop new program ideas.   


 
2. Program Weaknesses:  


 
Program faculty has indicated the need for tutoring services available to 
geosciences students. 


 
3. Recommendations for Program Improvement:  


 
a. Continue ongoing efforts to monitor student learning and adopt 


innovative teaching methodologies. 
 


b. Continue efforts in program and course learning assessment. 
 


4. Committee Determination:  
 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


 
Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 
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PROGRAM REVIEW: 


GEOSCIENCES 


2012 


 


 
PART I: SUPPORT OF THE COLLEGE MISSION 
 
STATE THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM. 


 


 The Geosciences discipline is comprehensive in that is provides a variety of 


science courses that address the diverse educational needs of the community. Almost all 


course offered by the Discipline satisfy general education requirements for associate 


degrees and transfer to four-year institutions. These courses emphasize the development 


of student critical thinking skills that contribute to academic and vocational success and 


impart a basic understanding of the sciences. 


 


DESCRIBE HOW THE PROGRAM SUPPORTS THE OVERALL MISSION OF THE COLLEGE AS 


ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 


 


 The Geosciences discipline provides an excellent learning environment through 


teaching, field trips and in-the-field activities, all designed to give students the tools for 


success through on the job, practical, hands-on experiences.  This discipline promotes 


scientific inquiry, environmental awareness, synthesis of interrelated disciplines, and 


lifelong learning through lecture and laboratory courses for those pursuing degrees within 


and outside of the physical sciences. In addition, this discipline promotes community 


development through the offering of certificates for those who want to enter a profession 


utilizing Geographic Information Systems. 


 


DESCRIBE THE UNIQUE INSTITUTIONAL GOAL THE PROGRAM SERVES. 


 


 The Geosciences discipline provides unique lower division general education 


transferable and nontransferable courses, as well as preparation for occupational 


certificate programs. No other discipline at Palo Verde College encompasses and teaches 


such a wide variety of topics. The Discipline provides students an opportunity to study 


human cultures, persons (past and present), social behavior, investigate the internal and 


external processes of Earth, and the natural relationships between geologic processes, 


natural resources, and the needs of society. Upon completion of this coursework, students 


should be able to use scientific methodologies to understand, describe, explain, and even 


predict human behavior and natural phenomenon. By knowing how people and social 


institutions function and relate to their physical surroundings, students can contribute to 


society. 
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PART II: ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN ACHIEVING GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS 


PROGRAM REVIEW 
 
 The Geoscience program developed and wrote a certificate program for 


Geographic Information Systems (GIS) during the academic year 2007-2008. 


Subsequently, the courses were added to the schedule for student enrollment. 


However, demands for the courses were inadequate and as a result the courses 


were dropped from the schedule. Equipment has been obtained to offer the 


courses through an on-line platform in the near future. It is believed that with the 


further development of Palo Verde College’s online presence, a certificate 


program will become a viable option for students. 


 


 The Geoscience program developed and implemented courses to be taught 


online, serving students outside the immediate area, as well as our community 


students. All the courses contained within the Geosciences program are able to be 


taught online and are an integral part of the Associate’s Degree program. Students 


will be able to complete the physical sciences and cultural sciences of their 


respective degree programs either using face-to-face, distance education, or online 


delivery methods. 


 


 The Geoscience program has implemented, across all courses offered, 


procedures to evaluate, monitor, and improve student success. These procedures 


are offered throughout the course of the semester and help to monitor student 


retention rates, success at understanding core concepts and topics, and improve 


instruction delivery. Different teaching methods have been utilized as a result of 


the findings from previous semesters’ results. The method of delivery has 


incorporated open education resources that break-down the barrier that often 


prohibits students succeeding in courses. Additionally, teaching methods include 


multiple delivery options which are able to be tailored to student learning styles, 


making teaching of Geosciences more effective and fun. 
 


PART III: POPULATIONS SERVED 


DESCRIBE THE POPULATION SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING SPECIAL 


POPULATIONS. 
  


 The Geoscience program is open to all Palo Verde College Students and the 


general public interested in physical and Earth sciences. The students served by the 


Geosciences discipline are diverse with slightly more females (52%) than males (For the 


academic years of 2004 through 20011). Student ethnic diversity is also mixed, with no 


single ethnicity forming a majority. This is unusual, as historically under-represented 


people are less likely to take science courses. Thus this discipline is showing 


improvement in breaking down the ethnic barriers of education.   


 


 The Geosciences discipline serves approximately 90 students per semester. The 


course offering in the Discipline are currently meeting the needs of transfer students. 
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Initial surveys indicate that almost all of the students enrolled in Geoscience courses 


indicated transfer as an educational goal. Therefore, for most Geoscience students the 


program fulfills a general education science requirement and does not serve as 


preparation for a science degree or career. Continuing successful participation of 


Geoscience faculty in community education and service is reflected in the popularity of 


and reliable attendance in Geoscience classes. 


 


DESCRIBE OTHER POPULATIONS THAT SHOULD BE SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, AND 


DESCRIBE PLANS TO SERVE THEM IN THE FUTURE. 
 


 Despite the improved ethnic diversity among students in this discipline, 


improvements can still be made in this area. The Geoscience discipline works closely 


with the National Park Service, the Diversity Recruitment Consortium, Solar utility 


industry and other outreach and community activities to continue to improve the level of 


diversity in the Discipline. Consideration will also be given to help plan ways to attract 


students to the fields and study of the sciences. Courses will continue to be developed 


that prepare students for and articulate with special programs such as the new UC 


Riverside/CSU Fresno joint degree in Environmental Studies. 


 


 Courses are now offered online, enabling students within and from outside the 


immediate area to enroll in and complete courses within the Geoscience program. Online 


courses have been consistently improving in terms of enrollment and student completion 


and success. Furthermore, as more courses outside the Geosciences program are offered 


via online delivery methods, popularity in these courses should and will likely grow. The 


growth of such courses and the continuation of delivering solid, well designed geoscience 


courses online will eventually allow students to complete courses necessary and obtain an 


Associate’s Degree or transfer to a four-year institution.   


 


Many classes are offered in the evenings so that working students can take classes 


and the timing also allows high school students the opportunity to attend as well.  The 


Discipline does serve students of varying needs and interests, ideally, the program should 


enroll a greater number of students that are interested in a Geoscience-related degree 


and/or career, however national data suggests that nationally student interest in the 


geosciences is declining. 


 


 


PART IV: CURRICULUM HISTORY 


 


LIST THE COURSES OFFERED SUPPORTING THE PROGRAM OR CERTIFICATE. GIVE THE 


DATE OF FIRST OFFERING FOR EACH, AND INDICATE HOW MANY SECTIONS WERE 


SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED DURING EACH OF THE LAST FOUR REGULAR SEMESTERS (TWO 


YEARS). 
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Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Fall 2009 GEO 101: Physical Geography 3 Sections 


 GEO 103: World Geography 1 Section 


 GEL 105: Natural Disasters 1 Section 


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Spring 2010 GEO 101: Physical Geography 1 Section 


 GEO 103: World Geography 1 Sections 


 GEL 101: Physical Geology 1 Section 


 GEL 105: Natural Disasters 1 Section 


 


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Fall 2010 GEO 101: Physical Geography 2 Sections 


 GEO 104: Cultural Geography 1 Section 


Term COURSE SUCCESSFULLY 


OFFERED 


Spring 2011 GEO 101: Physical Geography 1 Section 


 GEO 103: World Geography 1 Section 


 GEL 101: Physical Geology 1 Section 


 GEL 105: Natural Disasters 1 Section 


 


 


LIST THOSE COURSES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED AT LEAST ONCE 


DURING THE PRECEEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 


 GEO 107: Weather and Climate 


 GEO 108: The Environment, Natural Resources and Conservation 


 GEO 120: Introduction to Cartography 


 GEO 130: Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 


 GEO 230: Intermediate Geographic Information Systems 


 GEO 231: Advanced Geographic Information Systems 


 GEL 103: Environmental Geology 


 


EXPLAIN WHY SUCH COURSES WERE NOT SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED. 


 


 Of the courses listed in the section above, almost all are newly developed and 


approved courses, or are courses still waiting final CSU/UC or IGETC approval. 


Therefore, those courses have not yet been offered since most students will not enroll in 


courses that do not indicate satisfaction of associate degree requirements or 


transferability to CSU/UC campuses. Additionally, these courses have recently 


undergone revision to include the ability to deliver them via online methods. It is the 


desire of the program to have these courses offered in the very near future. 
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 Those that are not listed above have not been offered due to the restrictions and 


requirements in place when traveling off-campus during education-related activities. 


Specifically, the transportation regulations stipulated by the college limit the 


opportunities for offering the field trip classes. Therefore, they have been placed on 


“inactive status” in the college catalog. 


 


PROVIDE A STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING THEIR SUCCESS, OR EXPLAIN WHY THEY 


SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED FROM THE PROGRAM. 
 


 Those recently added courses that meet associate degree requirements or are 


approved for transferability to CSU/UC campuses will be offered within the next several 


semesters. Historically, newly added courses have low enrollments during their initial 


inclusion in the class schedule. Therefore, these classes will be phased in, in an attempt to 


keep enrollment numbers in the Geoscience course on par with current levels or higher. 


Again, with the ability to deliver these courses via online delivery method, should and 


will make these courses a strong and viable offering for student success. 


 


 The courses that require in-the-field participation will be offered should there be a 


change in the college’s policy regarding student’s ability to drive personal vehicles to 


field activity sites. The Geosciences discipline will work with the college administrators 


to find a viable solution, one that protects the liability of the college, while at the same 


time offering a chance for students to participate in these activities under their own 


personal mode of transportation.  


PART V: COURSE SCHEDULING AND AVAILABILITY 


 


OPTIMIZES CLASS AVAILABILITY FOR DAY STUDENTS, EVENING STUDENTS AND 


DISTANCE EDUCATION STUDENTS. 


 


 The Geoscience discipline offers a wide range of courses to our students. Faculty 


teaches a total of 22 different courses, including 14 courses that have a laboratory 


component. The majority of the Discipline’s courses transfer to CSU and UC campuses. 


The Discipline attempt to offer enough courses and sections to meet the needs of students 


during the day, evening, and off campus. 


 


 An important factor in offering courses that students need is the decision about 


when and where they are offered. Studies show that the number of hours students work 


per week is increasing. In most cases students are working between 15 and 25 


hours/week, with 25% working more than 26 hours/week. Clearly, when students work 


this much, the scheduling of classes will be critical in determining if they can, in fact, 


take any classes. Palo Verde College instructors report a continuing pattern of large 


numbers of students attempting to add distance education classes at the beginning of the 


terms in an attempt to alleviate the restrictions of work schedules not coinciding with 


course offerings. The courses taught in the Discipline are difficult to learn via traditional 


distance education methods. Therefore we have developed, and will continue to develop, 


courses that can be taught on-line in an attempt to make the learning of scientific 


processes and methods mirror that of face-to-face instruction. 
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OPTIMIZES STUDENT LEARNING. 


 


 Quality of student learning may be reflected by student grades, student retention 


and student satisfaction. Student learning will be evaluated using retention rates (% of 


students that remain in the class until the end of the term), successful completion rates (% 


of students that receive A, B, or C grades in the class) and Survey data, beginning with 


the Fall 2002 term. The retention rate for Discipline courses is 81.3% and is an indication 


of our student’s belief they can complete the course. This is especially remarkable given 


the nature of the Discipline’s courses and their diversity. The transfer courses for science 


majors and non-science majors are rigorous and demand a commitment of time and 


energy from our students. The successful completion rates for the Discipline are 


respectable. Over the last six semesters, 89.6% of the students have completed Discipline 


courses successfully. Many factors can contribute to a student’s ability to successfully 


complete a course. Quality of instruction, preparedness of students, course content, 


support services for specific courses and student workload are a few of the factors that 


affect student success. 


 


PART VI: STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 


DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE PROGRAM IDENTIFIES, MEASURES AND 


EVALUATES STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES AT THE COURSE, PROGRAM AND DEGREE 


LEVELS, AND PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING FOLLOWED. 
 


 The Division of Mathematics and Sciences at Palo Verde College believes that an 


understanding of mathematics and the sciences is an indispensable part of a sound 


education. Our goal is to provide all students with access to supportive, excellent 


education, where all students learn by direct experience with the methods and processes 


of inquiry. Our faculty are highly trained, committed to student development, and 


dedicated to helping students achieve their maximum potential. Our curriculum is 


structured to encourage students to engage in critical thinking and to help students realize 


that learning is a life-long endeavor. 


 


 The Geoscience discipline strives to maintain the currency of course content and 


laboratory exercises (where applicable). All course outlines have been reviewed and 


updated within the last two years. Each course outline defines course-specific learning 


outcomes. However, on a program-wide basis, the Math and Science Division has 


recently developed Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) applicable for all courses taught 


with the spectrum of Math and Science and has implemented assessment procedures and 


analysis of the SLOs. 


 


 Demonstrate research, analytical reasoning, applied science and 


technological skills for real life expectations. 


 


 The Geosciences Discipline have utilized pre- and post-tests, progressive quizzes, 


and rubrics since Spring 2007 term as an instrument for assessing learning outcomes. 
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With the recent addition of our online learning system, this task has been simplified, both 


in terms of delivery and analysis. The tests/quizzes are designed to involve students 


solving specific problems using several sets of particular data relevant to the Discipline. 


A rubric has been developed for scoring the various attributes of the project. 


 


 All assessment findings for the division will be compiled and cataloged giving 


each faculty the ability to evaluate outcomes at the course and division level. Following 


the time necessary for sufficient data collection, the Math and Science Division will 


compile the assessment findings and make the necessary recommendations for 


remediation, if necessary.  


 


DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE, AND 


PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING FOLLOWED. 


 


 Learning assessment is still in its early stages at Palo Verde College. The access 


to complete data sets provided by our Student Management and Enrollment System, 


necessary for compiling the necessary reports and thus improving upon the program is 


insufficient. The faculty of the Math and Science Division will work closely together to 


provide our students with any necessary program improvements, if identified. 


 


 


PART VII: PROGRAM AND COURSE COVERAGE 


 


DESCRIBE HOW EFFECTIVELY COURSES IN THE PROGRAM ARE COVERED BY FULL-TIME 


AND PART-TIME FACULTY. 
 


 The Geosciences faculty meets the minimum qualifications to be an instructor at 


Palo Verde College and is adequate to support the program at the Main Campus, as well 


as all distance education courses.  


 


 


DESCRIBE ONGOING OR PROJECTED DEFICIENCIES IN FACULTY COVERAGE OF COURSES 


IN THE PROGRAM. 


 


 There is no need for additional support staff for the Geosciences program at this 


time. However, due to the nature and expertise necessary, it will be likely that an adjunct 


faculty member will be utilized to cover the course taught in Geographic Information 


Systems. 


 


 


PART VIII: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 


 


DESCRIBE SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FACULTY 


MEMBERS IN THE PROGRAM PARTICIPATE, AND EXPLAIN HOW SUCH ACTIVITIES 


BENEFIT OR ENHANCE THE PROGRAM AND SUPPORT AND FACILITATE STUDENT 


LEARNING. 
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The Geoscience faculty are involved in campus activities and are active in the 


community and professional organizations, continuing their education and participating 


in activities that utilize or increase their expertise. Instructors routinely participate in 


professional development in terms of continuing professional education and seminars.  


Instructors attend professional workshops available through the various discipline-related 


organizations and federal, state and regional organizations.  Faculty also enroll in 


university courses to keep current in their field. Faculty of the Geosciences program 


regularly participate in in-service activities, including College Flex Day trainings, college 


seminars, and other professional growth opportunities offered on campus.  Currently, 


there is much interest in open educational resources and service learning. The faculty is 


heavily involved in providing students access to free educational materials to lessen the 


financial burden students face, and has placed many students in seasonal, temporary or 


career oriented places of employment.  


 


 


DESCRIBE AREAS OF UNMET PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AMONG FACULTY IN 


THE PROGRAM. 


 


 At this time, all professional development is currently being met, thus there are no 


plans to address the needs to rectify any deficiency.  


 


 


PART IV: STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND COMPLETION. 


 


DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER COURSE COMPLETIONS IN THE 


PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 
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Fall 


2008 
90 54 26 71.0% 


Spring 


2009 
90 55 24 73.3% 


Fall 


2009 
91 65 15 83.5% 


Spring 


2010 
77 55 15 80.5% 


Fall 


2010 
62 43 12 80.6% 
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Spring 


2011 
69 51 9 86.9% 


 
  


Total 


Avg. 
79.3% 


 


 The retention rate for Geoscience discipline courses over the last six semesters is 


79.3% and is an indication of our student’s belief they can complete the course. This is 


especially remarkable given the nature of the Discipline’s courses and their diversity. The 


successful completion rates for the Discipline are respectable. Over the last six semesters, 


89.6% of the students have completed Discipline courses successfully. 


 


 


PART X: ENROLLMENT AND FINANCIAL TRENDS. 


 


DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER ENROLLMENT IN THE PROGRAM 


OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 


Term Enrollment 


Fall 2008 90 


Spring 2009 90 


Fall 2009 91 


Spring 2010 77 


Fall 2010 62 


Spring 2011 69 


 


Enrollment over the past six semesters has shown a familiar trend when a campus is in 


the development phase of a discipline program. Historically, enrollment numbers are 


predictably varied during the phase in period of a program. Recent enrollment has 


decreased and is constant with the overall college unduplicated headcounts for the last six 


semesters. This decrease in enrollment is two-fold: 1. The financial situation of the 


college has impacted class size and offering greatly, and 2. During the last 4 ½ years the 


faculty has served as division chair, reducing the number of courses offered during those 


years.   


 


DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER EXPENSES INCURRED BY THE 


PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


 


  Salaries Benefits Supplies Contracts Capital TOTAL 


2008-2009             


Geology  $ 29,940.00   $ 6,764.00  $    26.50   $  75.00   $    -     $  36,805.50  


Geography  $ 29,940.00  $ 6,764.00   $    94.52   $ 147.56   $    -     $  36,946.08 


       $        -    


       $        -    
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 The expenses occurred by the Geosciences discipline are appropriate for current 


enrollment and program activities. 


 


PART XI: FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 


 


ARE CURRENT FACILITIES, SUCH AS CLASSROOMS, OFFICES AND EQUIPMENT, 


ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? 


 


 The Geoscience discipline is housed within the Classroom Building and has a 


dedicated lecture/laboratory classroom. The facilities utilized by the Discipline were 


constructed within the last six years and is in excellent condition. Adjoining the dedicated 


classroom is the faculty office, allowing for ease of and simultaneous access to the 


teaching forum and faculty office. There is an extensive specimen storage area adjacent 


to the classroom as well. All of the facilities are adequate for the support of this program. 


       $        -    


       $        -    


   $59,880.00 $13,528.00  $ 121.02   $ 242.08   $    -     $ 73,751.58 


       


  Salaries Benefits Supplies Contracts Capital TOTAL 


2009-2010             


Geology  $ 31,763.00   $ 6,991.00   $ 114.00   $    -   $   -     $ 38,868.00  


Geography  $ 31,763.00   $ 6,991.00   $ 146.37   $    -     $   -     $ 38,900.37  


       $      -    


       $      -    


       $      -    


       $      -    


       $      -    


       $      -    


   $ 63,526.00  $13,982.00   $ 260.37   $   -   $   -     $ 77,768.37  


       


  Salaries Benefits Supplies Contracts Capital TOTAL 


2010-2011             


Geology  $ 22,901.00   $ 5,706.00   $   -   $   -  $   -   $ 28,607.00  


Geography  $ 42,531.00   $ 9,427.00   $ 19.15   $    -     $    -     $ 51,977.15  


       $       -    


       $       -    


       $       -    


       $       -    


       $       -    


       $       -    


   $ 71,138.00  
 
$15,133.00   $ 19.15   $   -   $   -   $ 80,584.15  
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 Both the classroom and faculty office have a dedicated computer station each. In 


addition, the classroom has dedicated polycom, starboard, media playing devices and a 


digital projection and sound system. Laboratory equipment is limited, but adequate to 


support the program. The addition of new equipment annually is growing the 


opportunities for student to apply hands-on experiences to the topics of Geology and 


Geography. 


 


  


PART XII: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 


 


LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM. 
 


 The Geosciences Discipline provides our students with a wide variety of 


courses designed to meet their varied needs and requirements.  


 Our primary goal is to facilitate student growth and success and at the same 


time maintain academic standards appropriate to our courses. 


 Continue to coordinate course offerings with changes in requirements of the 


various CSU and UC campuses, as well as, the changing vocational needs of 


students. 


 Geosciences faculty bring years of education, practical work experience, and 


training to every class. 


 Geosciences maintain a steady student enrollment in classes. 


 The ability to provide adequate off-campus laboratory instruction. 


 


LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR WEAKNESSES OF THE PROGRAM. 


 


 Lack of qualified tutoring services that have the knowledge base to tutor 


students in the Geosciences. A consistent question received from students is 


directed at where they can obtain help outside of the classroom. Currently 


there are no tutors in the Learning Skills Center qualified to tutor Geoscience 


students. As a result, the faculty assumes the role of tutor, allowing students in 


need to receive extra learning opportunities. 


 


 


PART XIII: PLANS TO REMEDY WEAKNESSES. 


 


IDENTIFY SPECIFIC STEPS TO CORRECT IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES AND PROVIDE THE 


TIMELINE BY WHICH THEY ARE TO BE CORRECTED. 


 


 In order to have a qualified tutor that is able to tutor students in Geosciences, 


that student must have already successfully completed core courses within the 


Geosciences discipline. An incentive of monetary compensation 


(employment) might improve the chances that a former Geosciences student 


would consider occupying such a position. Currently there are no monies 
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dedicated that would allow this to occur; however, recent budget requests are 


being considered. 


 


PART XIV: PLANS TO ADVANCE THE PROGRAM. 


DESCRIBE OTHER PLANS THAT WILL ADVANCE THE PROGRAM. 


 


 The Geosciences Discipline is committed to providing out students with the best 


possible education. To that end we need to continue to establish procedures for evaluating 


our successes and failures and employ them on a regular basis. We need to monitor all of 


our courses’ retention and success rates and develop plans to address any problem areas 


that are identified. We need to develop the use of different teaching methods that reach 


across a broad spectrum of student intellectualism. We need to continue to develop 


evaluation methods that monitor the effectiveness of our teaching techniques. 
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Memorandum of Understanding between Palo Verde College 
District and Palo Verde College California Teachers Association 


 
To Pres. Denise Whittaker and the District Negotiating Team: 
 
On April 25, 2012, the said parties (the Association and the District) came to an Agreement as 
follows: 
 


I. The Agreement set forth in this document is based on a good faith estimate of the projected  
unrestricted income of $11,624,814 for the 2012-2013 fiscal year. Any changes that will 
affect the projected budget must be considered in consultation with the Association. This 
Agreement shall go into effect if Classified, Classified Management, and Administration 
agree to generate comparable savings through collective bargaining or meet-and-confer 
negotiations for 2012-2013.  


 
A. The District and the Association agree to reduce the current projected deficit for 2012-


2013 by implementing the following: 
1. The District agrees to cover expenses up to $16,000 for the health and welfare 


package (including medical, mental, dental, vision and life insurance) per full-time 
faculty member. 


a. If a full-time faculty member chooses the Blue Cross PPO insurance plan, the 
District shall cover $16,000 of the total expenses for the health and welfare 
package, and the member shall contribute the difference between the cost of 
package and $16,000 —prorated to ten deductions. 


 
b. If a full-time faculty member chooses the HSA insurance plan, the District 


shall cover up to $16,000 of the total expenses for the health and welfare 
package, and the member shall contribute the difference between the cost of 
the package and $16,000 —prorated to ten deductions. A member’s 
contribution and the $16,000 shall include the cost of the total expenses for 
the health and welfare package and $1,200 (deductible) for a single person or 
$2,400 (deductible) for family. The deductible in the amount of $600 for 
single or $1,200 family shall be deposited to the faculty member’s saving 
account July 1, 2012, and $1,200 single or $2,400 family on January 1, 2013.  
 


c. If a full-time faculty member chooses the Kaiser HMO insurance plan, the 
District shall cover the total expenses for the health and welfare package. 


 
2. Teaching and nonteaching faculty shall teach or be assigned four (4) CTLCs of 


overload assignment without extra compensation for the 2012-2013 academic year.  
a. The District shall have a right to assign four CTLCs on top of, or in addition 


to, the contractual assignment.  
 


b. To boost FTES and ensure that this plan is a financial success, a conscientious 
attempt will be made to assign up to 21 CTLCs for Fall semester 2012, 
providing ample time in Spring to make up the difference, if necessary. 


 
c. Recognizing that some courses range from 1-5 units, and adding exactly four 


(4) CTLCs may result in an overload that exceeds the required four CTLCs, 
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compensation will be made in accordance with the Contract Agreement for 
units in excess of four CTLCs. 
 


d. If four (4) CTLCs are not an option for faculty members who do not meet 
minimum qualifications established by the State, non-credit courses may be 
assigned as an alternative option with the approval of appropriateVice 
President or Designee and the appropriate division chair. 
 


e. If four (4) CTLCs are not an option due to limited offerings in their FSA, four 
non-credit courses may be assigned as an alternative option with the approval 
of appropriateVice President or Designee and the appropriate division chair. 
 


f. Faculty members who are assigned extra duties (division chairs, Academic 
Senate officers, etc.) over-and-above their contractual load, may apply up to 
four CTLCs at no additional compensation in lieu of teaching paid overload 
assignment with the approval of the appropriate Vice President or Designee. 
 


g. If the assigned four (4) CTLCs of overload result in the class being cancelled 
in the Fall semester, the four (4) CTLCs (or portion thereof) may be offered in 
a second Fall Session (if offered) to make up the deficiency, or may be 
transferred to Spring semester in total, not to exceed 21 CTLCs per semester. 
 


h. If the assigned four (4) CTLCs of overload result in a class being cancelled for 
lack of enrollment in the Spring semester, the four (4) CTLCs may be offered 
in a second Spring Session (if offered) to make up the deficiency. 
 


i. If a faculty member voluntarily chooses (for personal, professional, or medical 
reasons) not to participate in this portion of the Agreement, any deficient 
CTLCs stated in Section 2 of this Agreement shall be deducted tenthly from 
the faculty member’s salary at $900 per CTLC. 
 


j. Other exceptions shall be negotiated between the District and CTA as needed. 
 


k. If the District does not assign four (4) CTLCs of overload assignment, a 
faculty member is not responsible for the loss the District may accrue.  
 


l. In accordance with the current Contract Agreement, faculty shall have a right 
to teach up to 46 CTLCs—nine paid CTLCs in excess of contractual 
obligation and four CTLCs extra assignment—during the 2012-2013 
academic year without the approval of Vice President of Instruction. 


 
3. If a faculty member has another health care coverage, she/he may volunteer to opt 


out from the health insurance provided by Palo Verde College (employer). Shall the 
faculty member choose to opt out from the health insurance provided by the 
employer, the District shall pay the member $6,000. 


a. If the faculty member loses medical coverage provided by his/her 
spouse/partner, the faculty may re-enroll himself/herself and dependents into 
the medical plan provided by PVC during open enrollment or within 31 
calendar days of losing the other medical coverage with the proper 
documentation.   
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4. If a faculty member is on 207 or 212-day contract, she/he may volunteer to reduce 


his/her contract to 186-day contract (deadline extended for faculty to Wednesday, 
April 25, 2012) assuming it will not affect the operations of the college. Shall the 
member choose to reduce her/his contract by one month, the mandatory overload 
assignment stated in Section A2 will not apply to the member, nor will future salary 
reductions up to 4%. 


 
B.  The District shall continue to fully disclose any new unrestricted revenue or 


adjustments as received during 2012-13. 
 
C.  Should there be additional unrestricted revenue for the College in 2012-2013, and 


barring justifiable unanticipated mandated expenses over-and-above what was 
budgeted, the District agrees to negotiate in good faith with the Association the 
elimination of some or all of the reductions in Section A2 above, proportional to the 
revenue received. 


 
D.  If the District sells portions of Certificates of Participation to restructure COP 


payments, and if the sale generates savings in interest in 2012-2013, then the District 
agrees to negotiate in good faith with the Association the elimination of some or all of 
the reductions in Section A2 above, proportional to the savings realized. 


 
E.  If the District receives a financial donation to supplement the College’s unrestricted 


revenue, or if such donation frees up budgeted unrestrictive revenue, then the District 
agrees to negotiate in good faith with the Association the elimination of some or all of 
the reductions in Section A2 above, proportional to the savings realized. 


 
F. If the apportionment for Palo Verde College is reduced in 2012-13, the District and the 


Association shall renegotiate the terms of this Agreement.  
 
G. The District and the Association agree that this MOU will expire June 30, 2013. After 


the expiration date, the terms and conditions of the Association employees will be 
governed by the contract that is in effect for 2011-2012.  


 
H. The District agrees to rescind all reduction-in-force notices (lay-off notices) for 2012-


2013 within five (5) business days after signing this document and upon Board 
approval. 


 
 


 
Palo Verde College District     California Teachers Association 
 
______________________     ______________________ 
 Signature       Signature 
 
______________________        ______________________ 
     Date             Date 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


History/Political Science 
 
 


1. Program Strengths: 
 


a. Discipline faculty members are willing to teach in various modes and times, 
including face-to-face, ITV, correspondence and online to address student 
learning needs. 


 
b. Demonstrated commitment to improving student success and implementing 


student learning outcomes in conjunction with campus-wide efforts. 
 
2. Program Weaknesses: 


 
As mentioned in the 2006 program review report, there is an ongoing need for an 
additional full-time instructor to be able to offer more courses in the program. 


 
 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 
 


a. As budget allows, consider hiring additional faculty member. 
 


b. Recommendations for program improvement also have campus-wide 
application: better access to the Bridge, student email accounts, sporadic 
connection difficulties between Blythe and Needles in ITV sections. 


 
 


4. Committee Determination:  
 
Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Executive Summary approved by the Program Review Committee, May 1, 2012 
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Department of History and Political Science 


Program Review 2012 


 


Program Evaluation 


Summary  


To be completed by 


the Program Review 


Committee members 


The Program Review Committee shall, after reviewing each program review 


report, prepare a Program Evaluation Summary, which shall be made a part of the 


program review report and shall address these items: 


 


1. Program Strengths: 


2. Program Weaknesses: 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 


4. Committee Determination: 


       a. Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


       b. Report is returned to the department for further work, as follows: 


 


1. Support of the 


College Mission 


A. State the purpose of program. 


 


These courses help develop skills and strategies to be successful in the college 


environment and serve to introduce students to these areas of study. History and 


Political Science courses fulfill general education requirements/electives, and 


are also major areas of study for the Associate of Arts degree. 


 


B. Describe how the program supports the overall mission of the College as 


adopted by the Board of Trustees. 


 


The departments of History and Political Science strive to provide an exemplary 


learning environment that promotes student success through course completion, 


models and promotes lifelong learning, and encourages community involvement 


and development. 


 


C. Describe the unique institutional goal the program achieves. 


 


The department serves to provide transferable course requirements and/or 


electives, as well as Associate level degree requirements. 


2 Accomplishments in 


Achieving Goals 


Outlined in the 


Previous Program 


Review 


A. Describe progress in achieving goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such achievements. 


 


English 99 eligibility has been established as a prerequisite for all history and 


political science courses.  


 


B. Explain modifications of goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such modifications. 


 


The previous program review described a need for more instructors, and funds 


for professional development and college-sponsored events. Due to budgetary 


constraints, these goals cannot be achieved at this time. 


3. Populations Served 


A. Describe the populations served by the program, including special 


populations. 


 


In addition to the traditional face-to-face student, other populations served 


include inmate students, local correspondence and online students, students from 


Needles via ITV, DSPS, and EOPS students. 


 


B. Describe other populations that should be served by the program, and describe 


plans to serve them in the future. 
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The division would like to increase the availability of online courses, in order to 


better serve students with issues related to transportation and/or distance as well 


as attract students outside our immediate service area. 


4. Curriculum History 


List the courses constituting the program. Of the courses constituting the 


program, list those courses that have not been successfully offered at least once 


during the preceding six (6) semesters.  Explain why such courses were not 


successfully offered. Provide a strategy for improving their success, or explain 


why they should not be removed from the program. 


 


HIS 080: Supplemental Instruction for History, Social Science, 


Political Science, and Anthropology 


HIS 110: World Civilization I 


HIS 115: Current Events 


HIS 120: World Civilization II 


HIS 125: California History 


HIS 130: American History I 


HIS 140: American History II 


HIS 150: History of Women in America* 


HIS 160: The History of Ancient Greece* 


HIS 210: The Contemporary Middle East and Islam* 


HIS 215: The West in American History* 


HIS 220: Ancient Egypt* 


HIS 225: Chicano Studies* 


HIS 230 History of Mexico* 


HIS 245 History of the American Indian* 


HIS 280: Selected Topics in History* 


HIS 290: Selected Studies in History* 


POS 101: Introduction to Political Science 


POS 145: American Political Institutions 


POS 280: Selected Topics in Political Science* 


POS 285: International Relations* 


POS 290: Selected Studies in Political Science* 


*These courses were not successfully offered at least once during 


the preceding six (6) semesters. Having one full time instructor 


limits the amounts of courses offered.  As such, the full time 


Instructor has scaled back to the core courses of HIS 130, HIS 140 


and POS 145. Adjuncts have offered HIS 110, HIS 120, HIS 115 


and HIS 125. HIS 150, 160, 210, 215, 220, 225, 230, and 245 are 


scheduled to be placed on inactive status for 2012-2013.  


5. Course Scheduling 


and Availability 


Describe how effectively the scheduling process of classes in the program: 


A. Optimizes class availability for day students, evening students and distance 


education students. 


Given the limited resources, the full time Instructor has offered the core courses 


during the day, evening, via ITV, Distance Education and Online on a rotating 


basis.  


B. Optimizes student learning. 


Student learning is optimized by offering courses at various times and modalities, 


by implementing the course management system, and by utilizing Starboard 


technology.  
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6. Student Learning 


Outcomes 


A. Describe the process by which the program identifies measures and evaluates 


student learning outcomes at the course, program and degree levels, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


At the course level, student learning outcomes, instructional strategies, and 


assessment measures are identified on each course outline of record and on 


every course syllabus. At program and degree levels, the following SLOs have 


been agreed upon: 


1) Describe and evaluate critically the role  and significance of history, 


social and behavioral sciences in the community and the world 


2) Exhibit multiple skills including critical thinking, written and oral 


communication, and problem solving 


3) Demonstrate research competency (examples may include assignments 


that require research of scholarly sources and submission in a academic 


format such as MLA) 


 


B. Describe the process by which program improvements are made, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


The department maintains course outline updates, as well as identifying courses 


to be moved to inactive status. This is evidenced by Curriculum Committee 


minutes and catalog changes. 


7. Program and Course 


Coverage 


A. Describe how effectively courses in the program are covered by: 


     1) Full-time faculty; 2) Part-time (adjunct) faculty 


Some courses were not successfully offered at least once during the 


preceding six (6) semesters. Having one full time instructor limits 


the amounts of courses offered.  As such, the full time Instructor has 


scaled back to the core courses of HIS 130, HIS 140 and POS 145. 


Adjuncts have offered HIS 110, HIS 120, HIS 115 and HIS 125. HIS 


150, 160, 210, 215, 220, 225, 230, and 245 are scheduled to be 


placed on inactive status for 2012-2013. 
B. Describe ongoing or projected deficiencies in faculty coverage of courses in 


the program. 


As mentioned in previous Program Review, there is an ongoing need for an 


additional full time Instructor to expand the courses offered. 


C. Describe plans to improve program and course coverage, if applicable. 


NA due to current restrictions. 


8. Professional 


Development 


A. Describe specific professional development activities in which faculty 


members in the program participate, and explain how such activities benefit or 


enhance the program and support and facilitate student learning outcomes. 


 


Due to budgetary constraints, professional development activities have been 


limited to flex day trainings and consultation with colleagues as well as personal 


enrichment activities taken on by individual instructors.  


 


B. Describe areas of unmet professional development needs among faculty in the 


program, if applicable, and outline plans to address those needs. 


 


This department recognizes the need for professional development activities; 


however, the current financial situation precludes participation in off-site 


training opportunities unless taken on by individual members. 
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9. Student 


Performance 


and 


Completion 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester course completions in the program over the 


preceding six (6) semesters. (Course completion rate = A, B, C or CR divided by A, B, C, D, F, CR, 


NC, W, MW, IP) 


 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


HIS 110             


A,B,C,P 22   15   13   


A,B,C,P…W 35   32   27   


% Success  62.9%   46.9%   48.1%   


              


HIS 115             


A,B,C,P 45 17 32 28 16 14 


A,B,C,P…W 73 43 71 75 54 50 


% Success  61.6% 39.5% 45.1% 37.3% 29.6% 28.0% 


              


HIS 120             


A,B,C,P   17   9   7 


A,B,C,P…W   22   12   13 


% Success    77.3%   75.0%   53.8% 


              


HIS 125             


A,B,C,P   11 16 22 9 15 


A,B,C,P…W   27 21 38 19 26 


% Success    40.7% 76.2% 57.9% 47.4% 57.7% 


              


HIS 130             


A,B,C,P 26   35 53 31 31 


A,B,C,P…W 50   56 80 47 50 


% Success  52.0%   62.5% 66.3% 66.0% 62.0% 


              


HIS 140             


A,B,C,P   39 29 14 31 19 


A,B,C,P…W   62 38 20 47 25 


% Success    62.9% 76.3% 70.0% 66.0% 76.0% 
 


 
 


      
       
         Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


POS 145             


A,B,C,P 34 22 41 39 55 30 


A,B,C,P…W 54 40 59 50 77 37 


*Success is defined as earning a grade of A,B,C or P.  Success rate is calculated as 
follows: A,B,C,P divided by A,B,C,D,F,I,NP,P,W.    
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% Success  63.0% 55.0% 69.5% 78.0% 71.4% 81.1% 
 


 
 


      
       


       HIS 110, HIS 115, HIS 120 and HIS 125 have only been offered via Distance Education by adjunct 


Instructors.  POS 145, HIS 130 and HIS 140 were offered via Distance Education, Online, face to face 


and Online by full time Instructor.  


 


Factors that may account for success rate variances may include: Explain how these factors affect 


success good/bad. 


     Instructor contact with Distance Education students can have a positive or negative impact on 


student success based on the frequency and timeliness of contacts.  


     Some students on financial aid do not complete courses after final disbursements which can affect 


course completion rates.  


     Many students who have sporadic course interaction fail to drop the course which has a negative 


effect on course completion rates.  


     Positive attendance rates usually correlates into positive success rate outcomes. 


 


B. Display and comment on annual degree or certificate completions, if applicable, over the preceding 


three (3) academic years.     NA 


10. 


Enrollment 


and 


Financial 


Trends 


 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester enrollments in program courses over the preceding 


six (6) semesters.   


 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 
 HIS 110-1 15   13   27   
 HIS 110-2 20   19       
 HIS 110-3             
 HIS 115-1 25 22 24 29 26 24 
 HIS 115-2 22 21 23 19 28 26 
 HIS 115-3 26   24 27     
 HIS 120-1   7   12   13 
 HIS 120-2   15         
 HIS 120-3             
 HIS 125-1   27 21 12 19 26 
 HIS 125-2       26     
 HIS 125-3             
 HIS 130-1 23   24 29 29 23 
 HIS 130-2 27   32 29 18 27 
 HIS 130-3       22     
 HIS 140-1   14 9 12 27 11 
 HIS 140-2   14 29 8 20 14 
 HIS 140-3   29         
 HIS 140-4   5         
  


 


*Success is defined as earning a grade of A,B,C or P.  Success rate is calculated as 
follows: A,B,C,P divided by A,B,C,D,F,I,NP,P,W.    
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  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


POS 145-1 11 11 17 22 27 21 


POS 145-2 24 29 27 28 27 16 


POS 145-3 19   15   23   
 


Enrollment trends: 


     Adjunct instruction can be sporadic based on the availability of qualified Instructors.   


     HIS 110 has been offered in Fall semesters, HIS 120 in spring semesters via Distance Ed.. 


     HIS 115 and HIS 125 is usually offered each semester via Distance Ed. 


…HIS 130, HIS 140 and POS 145 are offered every semester via face to face(and ITV), 


Correspondence Ed. and on a rotating Online basis. 


      Spring Semester enrollments are typically lower than Fall, with the implementation of Online 


courses, student needs, and budgetary issues, the assessment of multiple sections is an ongoing 


process.  


 


B. Display and comment on annual program expenditures over the preceding three years, as to: 


supplies, contracts, capital outlay and other non-salary expenses. 


 


Program expenditures have been limited.  Supplies (etc) have been reduced to minimal levels. 


A full time salary (1 person) has been limited to step increases.  


 


  
Salaries Benefits Supplies 


Operating 
Expenses 


Capital TOTAL 
2006-2007 


History 
 $      
76,874.61  


 $     
18,487.86  


 $     
370.60  


 $   
653.00  


 $           
-    


 $   
96,386.07  


Political 
Science 


 $      
26,760.93  


 $       
5,506.73  


 $     
330.77  


 $   
334.13  


 $           
-    


 $   
32,932.56  


       


       


         
Salaries Benefits Supplies 


Operating 
Expenses 


Capital TOTAL 
2007-2008 


History 
 $    
110,393.22  


 $     
23,337.70  


 $     
167.19  


 $     
85.00  


 $           
-    


 $ 
133,983.11  


Political 
Science 


 $      
24,386.44  


 $       
5,469.12  


 $     
346.56   $          -    


 $           
-    


 $   
30,202.12  


       


       


         
Salaries Benefits Supplies 


Operating 
Expenses 


Capital TOTAL 
2008-2009 


History 
 $      
79,742.08  


 $     
20,278.87  


 $     
226.21   $          -    


 $           
-    


 $ 
100,247.16  


Political 
Science 


 $      
22,562.48  


 $       
5,368.84  


 $     
184.70   $          -    


 $           
-    


 $   
28,116.02  
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Salaries Benefits Supplies 


Operating 
Expenses 


Capital TOTAL 
2009-2010 


History 
 $      
83,454.48  


 $     
21,403.02  


 $        
8.64   $          -    


 $           
-    


 $ 
104,866.14  


Political 
Science 


 $      
34,688.34  


 $       
5,436.59  


 $      
34.92   $          -    


 $           
-    


 $   
40,159.85  


       


       


         
Salaries Benefits Supplies 


Operating 
Expenses 


Capital TOTAL 
2010-2011 


History 
 $      
89,766.20  


 $     
21,870.39   $           -     $          -    


 $           
-    


 $ 
111,636.59  


Political 
Science 


 $      
14,430.80  


 $       
4,949.15   $           -     $          -    


 $           
-    


 $   
19,379.95  


       


       


        


 


11. 


Facilities 


and 


Equipment 


A.  Are current facilities, such as classrooms, offices and equipment, adequate to support the program? 


Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


B. Is available dedicated space adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


C. Is available equipment adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. Faculties have experienced problems related to technology related to the Course Management 


System from time to time. Students have difficulty logging in to access The Bridge and the lack of a 


campus wide email program for students has been discussed for many years with no implementation to 


date. The biggest problem area relates to televised courses with sporadic difficulties between Blythe-


Needles regarding full connectivity. 


 


D. Describe plans for future changes in support facilities or equipment. 


A full time on site support individual dedicated to ITV and the course management system may 


alleviate some of the ongoing issues.  


12. 


Strengths 


and 


Weaknesses 


A. List and comment on the major strengths of the program. 


 


1. The department offers a wide variety of courses given available personnel. 


2. Faculty members are knowledgeable and experienced. 


3. Faculty members are committed to academic integrity. 


4. Multiple modalities of instruction are used throughout the department in order to optimize student 


learning. 


 


B. List and comment on the major weaknesses of the program. 


 


1. The departments of History and Political Science are overly reliant on adjunct faculty, and could 


utilize another full-time Instructor. The current economic climate does not look favorable for this to be 


accomplished in the near future; hence a scaling back of elective type courses in favor of the core 
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class offerings.  


2.  Student success needs to be closely monitored and strategies developed to promote higher student 


success rates. 


 


13. Plans to 


Remedy 


Weaknesses 


Identify specific steps to correct identified weaknesses and provide the timeline by which they are to 


be corrected. 


 


In concert with Division and Academic Senate, guidelines for improving Student Success should be 


addressed campus wide, which will have a positive impact on the departments of History and Political 


Science.  Ongoing implementation of student learning objectives and the assessment of data will give 


us an indication of as to what needs are to be addressed for continued success rate increases. 


14. Plans to 


Advance 


the Program 


Describe other plans that will advance the program. 


 


The department will continue to review courses to ensure they are current, and being successfully 


offered. We will continue to seek additional full-time faculty members to reduce the disproportionate 


number of adjunct faculty in our division.  
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Palo Verde Community College District 
 


Special Report Update 
April 1 – May 15, 2012 


 


 
 


Submitted by:  Palo Verde College       
(Name of Institution)  


One College Drive, Blythe, CA 92225    
(Address of Institution)  


 
    Phone:  760-921-5499  FAX: 760-921-5590 
 
 
Contact Person:  Denise Whittaker, Interim Superintendent/President 
 
  
 
   


To:   Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges  


Western Association of Schools and Colleges  


10 Commercial Boulevard, Suite 204 


Novato, CA 94949 


 
 
 
 


Date Submitted to the Commission:  May 18, 2012 
 


Date Reviewed by the Board of Trustees: May 11, 2012 
Date Approved by the Board of Trustees:  May 22, 2012 


Distrubuted to College Community Including College Council & the Budget 
Committee: May 11, 2012 


Date Approved by the College Council & the Budget Committee:  May 15 
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Palo Verde College
 


 Dr. Barbara Beno         May 14, 2012 


The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges 
10 Commercial Boulevard, Suite 204 
Novato, CA 94949 
 
Dear Dr. Beno, 
 
Palo Verde College’s Special Report, submitted on March 27, 2012, addressed the Commission’s 
concerns associated with Standard IIID and Standard IV.B.1.c. as identified in the Commission’s letter 
dated 2-1-12.    
 
The attached Special Report Update provides additional information and evidence as to the work the 
College has accomplished since the Special Report was submitted, further emphasizing its ability to 
attain short and long term financial stability and justifying the removal of the Probationary Sanction. 
 
Finally, I continue to be confident, based on what I have observed and experienced, that Palo Verde 
College is equipped to work through and resolve its fiscal problems, with or without me serving as 
their President, to maintain a stable, although tight, fiscal outlook.  
Sincerely, 


Denise Whittaker 


Denise Whittaker, Interim Superintendent/President 
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Palo Verde Community college district 


SPECIAL report UPDATE  


Accrediting commission for community and junior colleges 


Western association of schools and colleges 


May 14, 2012 


 


The purpose of this Special Report Update is to provide an update of the additional work 


accomplished  by Palo Verde College for the timeframe of March 27 – May 15, 2012 regarding the 


status of the Palo Verde College budget.   
 


The Special Report Update was written by the Interim Superintendent/President with information 


and evidence demonstrated through the continued work of the Budget Committee, College 


Council, constituent leadership, and the Board of Trustees as reported.   The Special Report 


Update was disseminated in draft and final form to the entire college community, with final 


approvals by the College Council on May 15
th


, the Budget Committee on May 17
th


 , and the 


anticipated approval by the Board of Trustees on May 22
nd


 (mailed prior to the Board meeting to 


provide ample time for the Commission to read prior to their June meeting).   


Continued Progress:  As shown in the updated table below, meetings continued to be held 


after the Special Report submittal (as noted in red), demonstrating evidence of an on-going 


commitment to address and finalize short and long term budget decisions.   Although not included 


in the Special Report Update, roll sheets are available to demonstrate continued interest and 


involvement in the budget decision-making process.    


Updated Meetings Providing Evidence of Involvement 


College Council 


January 17 


February 7, 21 


March 6, 13, 20, 22, 27 


April 17 


May 1, 15 


Budget Committee 
February 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 


21, 23 


March 1, 15, 20, 22, 27 


April 10, 26 


May 8, 17, 24, 31  


Full Administration 
January 17 


February 21 


March 19 


April 16 


May 14 


All Staff/Presentations 
January 31 


February 7 


March 6 


April 9 


May 1 


 
Classified Management/ 


Confidential 


January 24 


February 23 


March 26 


April 19 


May 1 


 


Academic Senate 


January 27 Exec. Officers 


February 28 


March 27 


April 24 


May 22 


Associated Students 


February 14 Town Hall 
Board of Trustees  


February 14 - Special 


March 6, 13 – Special 


May 8 – Special Budget 


Training  


  
CTA/NEA Faculty 


Union 


February 1, 13, 29 


March 7, 14, 22 


April 18, 20, 25, 27 


May 9, 11, 16, 18, 23, 25, 


30 


CSEA Classified Union 


March 23 


April 16, 25 


May 9, 21 


Other 


February 8 – Insurance Mtg. 


March 1 – Community Economic Outlook Conference  


March 5 – Board of Governors 
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The College community understands that the fiscal situation is serious but stable and have worked 


together to continue to finalize operational cuts and savings.   Unions are acting in good faith to 


negotiate significant salary and benefit cuts, recognizing their role in being part of the fix.  


The College has been successful in going through an ethical and deliberative process of designing 


a short and long-term budget process that meets the 50% Law, achieved a 5% Board Reserve, and 


established a balanced budget for 2012-13 taking into consideration long-term debt, while 


maintaining academic, student support, and operational integrity. 


Action-to-Date & Evidence to Justify the Removal of the College from Sanction 


 


Much activity and action have continued since the submittal of the March 27
th


 Stability Plan, 


resulting in verifiable budget savings. 
 


1. Status of Human Resources Incentives:  Significant short and long-term budget savings have 


been realized (as shown in the tables below and on the following page) as a result of the 


various incentive plans as shown in the tables provided, decreasing expenditures or reducing 


2012-13 salary and benefits costs. 
 


VOLUTARY OPT-OUT OF INSURANCE INCENTIVE PLAN 
 With proof of insurance, $6000 paid to the employee for 2012-13 


EMPLOYEES THAT 
OPTED-OUT 


BENEFIT COSTS INCENTIVE COSTS 2012-13 
SAVINGS 


Employee 1 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 2 $  9,156.12 $3,000.00 $  6,156.12 


Employee 3 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 4 $16,501.08 $6,000.00 $10,501.08 


Employee 5 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 6 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 7 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 8 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 9 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 10 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 11 $  5,916.24 $3,000.00 $  2,916.24 


Employee 12 $18,312.24 $6,000.00 $12,312.24 


Employee 13* $15,000.00 $6,000.00 $  9,000.00 


*Pending proof of insurance $211,383.60 $72,000.00 $139,383.60 


 
VOLUNTARY RESIGNATION INCENTIVE PLAN:   
Option 1: Resign by April 14 or Option 2:  Resign by June 30  
Incentive: Receive full salary, H&W through Dec. 2012 


NAME CURRENT 
SALARY 


CURRENT 
BENEFITS 


INCENTIVE 
COSTS 


2012-13 
SAVINGS 


ANNUAL FUTURE 
SAVINGS 


Option 1:      


Employee A 47,928 15,734 31,831 31,831 63,662 


Employee B 147,087 18,128 82,608 82,607 165,215 


Employee C 64,799 12,522 38,661 38,660 77,321 


Employee D 34,920 15,734 25,327 25,327 50,564 


Employee E 51,828 14,534 33,181 33,181 66,362 
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Employee F 39,432 15,734 27,583 27,583 55,166 


 Totals   239,189 478,290 


Option 2:      


Employee G 74,208 18,567 46,388 46,387 92,775 


Employee H 87,354 12,522 49,938 49,938 99,876 


 Totals   96,325 192,651 


 
VOLUNTARY REDUCED ASSIGNMENT to 49% INCENTIVE PLAN:   
Reduce the employee’s full time, 12 month assignment to 49%   
Incentive: Receive full salary, H&W through Dec. 2012 
 


NAME CURRENT 
SALARY 


CURRENT 
BENEFITS 


INCENTIVE 
COSTS 


2012-13 
SAVINGS 


ANNUAL FUTURE 
SAVINGS 


Employee I 90,060 18,312 42,082 31,671 63,342 


 
 
VOLUNTARY REDUCED ASSIGNMENT INCENTIVE PLAN:  NON-CONFIRMED PENDING FINALIZATION OF 
CSEA NEGOTIATIONS 
Reduce the Employees’ 12 month assignment to 10 or 10.5 month  
Incentive: Receive full salary, H&W through Dec. 2012 
 


NAME SALARY BENEFITS INCENTIVE 
COSTS 


2012-13 
SAVINGS 


ANNUAL FUTURE 
SAVINGS 


30 Classified 


Employees 


Totals  101,642.29 101,642.26 203,285.58 


 


 


2. Status of Contract Negotiations and Meet-and-Confer  


 


CTA Negotiations:    MOU signed, ratified, and Board approved resulting in over 


$169,000 in actual savings (See Appendix 1 for Evidence and Documentation): 


 Faculty added 4 teaching units to their annual load at no additional cost (saving 


over $111,000) 


 Faculty reduced Health and Welfare cap (saving over $58,000) 


 March 15
th


 Notices of Layoff were rescinded as a result of the signed MOU 


 “Trigger” language was created and agreed upon to reduce or eliminate the cuts 


should new unrestricted revenue become available to the institution in 2012-13.  


This “trigger” language is included in the CTA/District MOU that is included in the 


Appendix. 


 


Meet-and-Confer with Non-Represented Bargaining Groups:   The Board of Trustees, at 


their May 22, 2012 meeting, will approve the salary reduction plan for Classified 


Management/Confidential and Administrators (See Appendix 2 for Evidence and Documentation) as 


follows: 


 8.33% salary reduction with a component of 20 mandatory floating holidays as 


determined by the District. 


 4% additional salary reduction to mitigate anticipated mid-year cuts with the 


agreement of no layoffs in 2012-13 combined with annuity or tax shelter counseling 


to reduce the impact of the salary reductions 
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 Freeze for Step and Column advancement (Board approved in October, 2011). 


 The savings from this determination exceeds $140,000 with an overall 17.33% 


equivalent salary reduction. 


 “Trigger” language was created and agreed upon to reduce or eliminate the cuts 


should new unrestricted revenue become available to the institution in 2012-13.  


This “trigger” language is included in the Meet-and-Confer Memo of 


Understanding which is included in the Appendix. 


 The Board has commended the managers for their aggressive and unselfish 


visionary thinking. 


 


CSEA Negotiations: Negotiations were held on May 9 (with a follow-up sessions 


calendared for May 23, 29; June 11, 18, and 28) and the following four discussion options as 


shown below, all of which produce salary savings for budget planning purposes, were 


presented by the District (See Appendix 3 for Evidence and Documentation). 


 


 PROPOSAL OPTION I PROPOSAL OPTION II PROPOSAL OPTION III PROPOSAL OPTION IV 


1 All Classified Employees 
Receive 30 Floating Holidays 
(Equivalent to 10.5 Work 
Assignment) 
With Incentive 


All Classified Employees 
Receive 30 Floating 
Holidays (Equivalent to 
10.5 Work Assignment) 
No Incentive 


Addresses Current 
Budget Crisis Only 


Anticipates Mid-Year Cut 


2 12.495% salary reduction 
with 30 floating holidays 


12.495% salary reduction 
with 30 floating holidays 


8.33% salary reduction 
with 20 floating holidays 


8.33% salary reduction 
with 20 floating holidays 


3 N/A N/A N/A Plus 4% salary reduction 
in anticipation of mid-
year cuts 


4 Step and Column Freeze Step and Column Freeze Step and Column Freeze Step and Column Freeze 


5 Guarantees NO LAYOFF for 
2012-13 


Guarantees NO LAYOFF 
for 2012-13 


No Guarantee Guarantees NO LAYOFF 
for 2012-13 


6 Incentive Provided in Year 
One 


No Incentive No Incentive No Incentive 


7 Three Year Agreement One year Agreement One year Agreement One year agreement 


8 $106,093 year one savings 
$149,136 years two and 
three savings 


$179,799 savings $129,462 savings $179,759 savings 


 


CSEA is meeting with their unit to review and discuss the options, make other suggestions, and 


will be submitting to the District their feedback at the scheduled follow-up meetings.   The goal 


is that negotiations will conclude by June 28. 


 


Although the College’s budget is stable, the Commission can see that employees are taking  


significant salary reductions to address the fiscal challenges.   Concerns surrounding such 


reductions include morale issues and employees seeking employment elsewhere resulting in 


further staff reductions.  One of the reasons the College is guaranteeing no layoffs as part of 


the CSEA discussions is to provide some sense of job security to those remaining and to thwart 


an onslaught of resignations. 
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3. Vacant Positions: The Vice President of Student Services resigned effective March 28, 2012 


and the Vice President of Instruction resigns June 30, 2012.    There are currently no Dean-


level positions, which leaves the College with no permanent administration except for the 


Interim Superintendent/President.    The Board accepted the recommendation to hire an Interim 


Vice President of Student Services (Dr. Kay Ragan) effective April 16
th


 to serve in a transition 


capacity through June 30, at which point, she will assume the Instructional, as well as the 


Student Services, duties for the College.   The size of Palo Verde College allows for this joint 


position without compromising the integrity of both areas.  This appears to be a prudent and 


reasonable assignment as an interim solution until the new Superintendent/ President is hired 


and makes the determination as to what the administrative structure should be.    


 


The Interim Superintendent/ President has also asked managers to submit a personnel plan as 


to their recommendation for maintaining operational integrity while addressing classified or 


management vacancies in their areas.   If a need is justified, an internal job announcement will 


be posted to hire a qualified employee as a lateral transfer or promotional opportunity to fill the 


vacant position.    Per Education Code, internal hires will continue to result in reorganizations 


and/or the non-back-filling of vacated positions.   Depending upon the type of vacancy, an 


external search may be necessary in critical positions.   


 


Incentives - Salary Only


Type Participants


2011-12 


Schedule


2012-13 


Schedule Difference


10.5 Months 25 1,092,833      1,117,500      24,668            


10 Months 1 37,950            39,853            1,903              


1,130,783      1,157,353      26,571            


Type Participants Salary Stipends Total Difference %


Salary w/o workload 


reduction incentives (no 


steps) 26 1,193,088      15,000            1,208,088      28,788       2.33%


Salary w/ workload 


reduction incentives (steps 


incl.) 26 1,215,876      21,000            1,236,876      * Starting Point


Option 1 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14 FY 2014-15


10.5 Month Salary Schedule 


- ALL (w/o steps) 25/1 1,117,658      13,125            1,130,783      106,093     8.58% 149,136       149,136       


Option 2


10.5 Month Salary Schedule 


- ALL (w/o steps) 26 1,043,952      13,125            1,057,077      179,799     14.54%


Option 3


8.33% cut w/ 20 floating 


holidays (w/o steps) 26 1,093,664      13,750            1,107,414      129,462     10.47%


Option 4


8.33% cut w/ 20 floating 


holidays (w/o steps) 26 1,049,917      13,200            1,063,117      173,759     14.05%


CSEA Negotiation Options for Discussion


w/ incentive (3 year commitment)


no incentive - 1 year only


11 Months = 8.33%


11 Months (8.33%) + an additional 4%
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4. Evidence of Planning for Stabilitzation of FTES: The College community understands 


FTES planning and the variables involved in efficiency, fill rate, faculty load, and the impact 


then on budget planning.   Powerpoint presentations have been made to the Budget Committee, 


Board of Trustees, and the College community which include slides (see Appendix 4) to 


explain FTES generation, base, growth, cap, workload reduction, and the connection to 


revenue.   


 


Prior to 2011-12, Palo Verde College generated approximately 1,800 FTES.  Due to the 6.2% 


workload reduction that will be imposed on small colleges in 2012-13, the College’s new base 


is 1,688 with a planned target of 1,750 to ensure that it reaches its base. 


 


In years not impacted by workload reduction where the College provides its standard course 


offerings, it has a history of serving over 10% of its community population in face-to-face 


instruction.    With the nearest college being over 90 miles away, we do not anticipate a 


problem reaching our required FTES to meet Stabilization requirements.    


 


A thoughtful outreach campaign for online summer session and fall enrollment includes but is 


not limited to: 


 Web campaign 


 Mass transit signage 


 Local Newspaper Ads 


 Admissions and Registration College Night for the High School and the 


Community 


 Easy online admission and registration 


 Radio Interviews 


 Radio Ads 
 Palo Verde Valley Times with a circulation of 4,500 including Blythe, Quartzsite, 


Ehrenberg, Palo Verde, and Ripley. 


 KJMB – radio station (and this is also translated into Spanish on KERU) 


 Bus Panels –2 busses that transport the community throughout the Palo Verde Valley. 


 A large banner will hang outside of the Needles Center.  Specific dates will be displayed on 


the outdoor marquee in the parking lot. 


 Web Banner image will be updated accordingly on www.paloverdevalleytimes.com  


 


5. Evidence of Verification of the Submittal of the Waiver of the 25% Rule Regarding 


Incarcerated Students Enrolled in Correspondence Education Courses. Both the Interim 


Superintendent/President and the Financial Aid Officer have spoken to and emailed 


representatives from the U.S. Department of Education regarding the submittal of the waiver to 


exceed the 25% incarcerated student limitation applicable to Correspondence Education 


courses.   The waiver form is due by the end of May and will be submitted accordingly by the 


deadline (See Appendix 5 for justification statement).    Palo Verde College anticipates 


receiving the waiver in that over 800 incarcerated students are typically served and there are 


few colleges offering this type of rehabilitative opportunities. 


 


6. Evidence of Verification for Meeting the 50% Law Compliance: The California Board of 


Governors approved Palo Verde College’s 2010-11 request for waiver of the 50% Law based 


primarily on the added unrestricted fund support to the categorical programs.    $23,176 was 


not approved and will be added to next year’s instructional requirement to meet the 50% in 


2012-13.     



http://www.paloverdevalleytimes.com/
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For 2011-12, the College is currently at 42% non-compliance and will again submit a waiver 


due to unanticipated and unbudgeted expenses.    


 


However, for 2012-13, the College will be in full compliance of the 50% Law as follows:   


 CTA negotiations will be concluded by June 1, 2012 regarding the terms and 


conditions of involuntarily transferring up to six non-instructional faculty to 


instruction (See Appendix 6 for draft CTA Agreement).   Those being transferred 


meet or exceed the minimum academic qualifications or have been approved 


through the Academic Senate’s Equivalency process.    Those transferred will be 


teaching a full academic load in the following areas:   Psychology, Alcohol and 


Drug Studies, CIS, General Education Studies, and Business Administration. 


 


 CSEA negotiations will be concluded by June 28, 2012 regarding the terms and 


conditions of involuntarily transferring 2-3 classified employees for one year to 


teach in the following areas:  Sociology, Alcohol and Drug Studies, Marketing, and 


Business Administration.    Those being transferred meet or exceed the minimum 


academic qualifications or have been approved through the Academic Senate’s 


Equivalency process.    


This plan will result in bringing the College into full compliance with the 50% Law for 2012-13.   


The College understands that it needs to continually monitor the 50% Law ratio and make a 


commitment begin replacing faculty as vacancies occur. 


7. Evidence of Diligent Budget Planning - March 15
th


 Notices: Although distasteful, the 


Interim Superintendent/President recommended to the College Council, the Budget Committee, 


and to the Board of Trustees that March 15
th


 Notices be given due to budget uncertainty, 


explaining that it was not prudent to avoid such notices in light of the difficult budget situation 


the College faced.    The Board agenda item specified that five counselors, one librarian, and 


one PE instructor would potentially be laid-off, pending seniority and bumping rights based on 


FSA and teaching equivalencies.   Because the CTA contract negotiations were concluded and 


ratified in a timely manner, the Board rescinded the notices on April 24 in time to avoid the 


required hearings.      


 


8. Evidence Verifying the Status of COP Restructuring: The main source of the 


College’s deficit continues to be the outstanding COP loan and interest balance, which is 


currently budgeted and reflected in short and long term budget plans.   The Commission will 


recall that in the Special Report, the College explained that if no new financial changes 


occurred, there are sufficient unspent COP and Capital funds, combined with Unrestricted 


General Funds to make the annual debt payments for 15 years while maintaining full 


operations and financial stability.  For years 16 – 25, if the College does not purchase COPs 


and restructure the current debt, the plan is to start now to generate new sources of revenue, 


directing such revenue for future COP debt service, whereby the deficit at years 16 – 25 would 


be covered through this planned new revenue.    The Budget Committee is currently refining 


the list of considerations for generating new sources of income for final identification targeted 


by the end of this semester. 


 


Although the Board of Trustees had approved the purchase of COPs from investors using 


current unspent COP funds, hoping to purchase the certificates at a competitive rate and 


thereby reduce the overall COP debt, the purchase was delayed when the College was advised 
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that such a purchase was very complex and therefore, the College needed to obtain external 


fiscal expertise regarding the COP debt, and how such a purchase should be conducted if 


feasible.    A financial expert from the firm of Magis Advisors (Mr. Tim Schaefer) was hired to 


scrutinize the College’s COP acquisition and determine if a purchase to reduce the current 


COP debt is advisable now or at a later time, and what is the best way to pursue this course of 


action.     The College anticipates obtaining the consultant’s report and advice within the next 


few weeks. 


 


The Interim Superintendent/President, the Fiscal Services Manager, the Board of Trustees, and 


the Fiscal Consultant (C.M. Brahmbhatt), are being very cautious regarding any COP action.    


Before making any decisions, 25 year debt payment scenarios are being formulated and 


carefully reviewed to ensure that the purchase of the COPs does not result in further financial 


hardship for the District.    Because Capital funds will be used to purchase COPs to 


significantly reduce the overall debt, the College is currently going through an exercise of 


generating and analyzing financial projections for how the new debt will be paid within the 


Unrestricted General Fund without the availability of  having Capital funds (since they will be 


used to repurchase the COPs).       


9. Evidence for the Verification of 2012-13 Apportionment/Revenue, Budget Development, 


and Tentative Budget:  The College has gone through a thorough and deliberative process 


with the Budget Committee and the Board of Trustees to identify the Apportionment for 2012-


13 as shown below.   The process used, and the revenue projected, has been verified by C.M. 


Brahmbhatt, Fiscal Consultant for accuracy purposes.  This tentative apportionment projection 


will be adjusted based on the May revise. 


 


PART I – STATE APPORTIONMENT as of May 1, 2012 $10,396,550 


Financial Aid Administrative Fees 10,000 


Part Time Faculty Allocation 38,310 


Anticipated Lottery 200,000 


Cal Grants 75,000 


PART II - State Revenue as of May 1, 2012 10,719,860 


Less: Needles Center Base Allocation -138,398 


PART II – Adjusted Anticipated State Revenue 10,571,462 


PART III – Local Anticipated Revenue as of May 1, 2012  


PART I+II+III = Total Anticipated Revenue $11,862,464 


Source: First Principle Apportionment Report Exhibit A 


Taking into consideration SERP and COP debt obligations, the College has identified $9,871,050 


as the tentative operating base budget as shown below: 
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As of May 14, 2012, the College has applied identified cuts and savings, incentive plan 


savings, and to-date savings that have been negotiated and ratified through collective 


bargaining or the meet-and-confer process to the budget as part of the Tentative Budget 


Development process.    It is anticipated that the 2012-13 Tentative Budget that will be 


submitted to the Board for approval in June, will reflect a near-balanced budget at that time.   


The current expenditure projection is approximately $400,000 over budget but does not include 


the Meet and Confer agreement or the finalization of the CSEA negotiations.   Further 


adjustments to the budget will be made over the summer ensuring that a balanced Final Budget 


is submitted to the Board for approval at their September meeting.   The Appendix 4 includes 


the powerpoint presentation that includes the Tentative Budget development process and the 


anticipated expenditures to date, demonstrating the financial stability for the upcoming year 


 


10. Evidence for the Finalization of Budget Planning for 2012-13: Due to the urgency in 


meeting the short and long-term financial stability interests of the Commission, Palo Verde 


College has nearly completed its final budget for 2012-13 even though it is not due until 


September, 2012.   At this point, the College is only waiting for the finalization of the CSEA 


contract negotiations, the May revise, and the Governor’s Budget authorization (hopefully in 


June) to finalize its budget.   The Budget Committee confirms its summer meeting schedule on 


May 15
th


 to ensure their involvement during the summer months.    


 


In addition, the Budget Committee understands that immediate work needs to be done to 


identify additional cuts in anticipation of a mid-year cut in 2012-13.  These options will be 


submitted to the Board of Trustees in early fall 2012.   The College has been able to balance 


the budget without layoffs and intends to continue this priority.   


 


11. Evidence of Budget Long-Term Stability: The College will be using the 2012-13 Final 


Budget as the baseline for the next four years of budget planning, making adjustments as new 


information is acquired.   The College community has never faced a situation anywhere close 


to this magnitude and is looking for long-term stability for effective planning purposes.    


 


12. Transparency, Shared Governance, Constituent Understanding, and Sustainability: 


The Accreditation Visitation Team acknowledged that the number of meetings held and the 


number of those attending was significant evidence of the involvement of the College 


community in the changes taking place.    Faculty, staff, students, management, administrators, 


and Board members now have a very different understanding of “transparency” and the 


demand for in-depth financial training and information regarding the budget.    As conveyed to 


the Accreditation Visitation Team, the College community no longer feels intimidated to ask 


questions and are now part of the decision-making process.   The have experienced what it is 


Revenue Projections 2012-13


State Revenue 10,371,250 -138,398 10,232,852


 Original Estimate  Needles Loss 


Local Revenue 1,253,564


Total Revenue 11,486,416


Mandated Costs


SERP 760,366


COP 855,000


Total Manadated Costs 1,615,366


Operational Base Budget: 9,871,050
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like to be actively involved and part of the inquiry and the solutions.  They understand what 


they should have known and commit to never settling for less again, regardless of the 


leadership at the College. 


 


There is an over-all college understanding regarding the budget and commitment to address the 


issues in a collective manner.    A comprehensive Budget Binder has been developed and 


provided to all Budget Committee members.  This binder includes all aspects of the budgeting 


process.    The Budget Committee and attendees have participated in various budget training 


sessions where components, definitions, and scenarios were provided to ensure understanding 


of the budget process.   Budget information is being disseminated throughout the college 


community and all-staff meetings are held monthly to further understanding of the College’s 


fiscal situation. 


 


13. Assurances / Checks & Balances: Discussions have been held on several occasions in 


the Budget Committee and with the Board of Trustees as to whether or not an external 


investigation should be considered to identify the reasons for the current state of financial 


affairs at Palo Verde College.    The Interim Superintendent/President has discussed with the 


Fiscal Consultant and with Fred Harris at the Chancellor’s Office as to whether or not a 


FCMAT team should be called in.   The Chancellor’s Office indicated that since superb 


technical assistance was already available at the College (i.e. C.M. Brahmbhatt), that we had 


demonstrated sufficient capacity to address the fiscal issues without FCMAT being requested, 


and there is no further incidents necessitating an intervention of such a nature.    


 


Although there was consideration for pursuing an external investigation, the College has not 


made a decision whether or not to conduct such an investigation at this time.    One of the most 


important aspects of having an external Fiscal Consultant and an Interim Superintendent/ 


President who clearly understands the scope of budget integrity, is that the following 


safeguards have been put into place to ensure that this type of situation can never happen again 


to the institution, regardless of who is serving as the CEO or CBO:   


 An external fiscal expert in community college finance, recognized by the Chancellor’s 


Office for superior competency, will continue to be on contract for 2012-13 to ensure 


compliance and progress in stabilizing the budget. 


 No single individual has sole authority over the budget.      


o The Board of Trustees is receiving on-going updating and training and clearly 


understands the importance of understanding the budget aside from what they 


are being told.  


o The job description for the Superintendent/President has over a dozen 


references to budget sophistication to provide a form of checks and balances to 


a CBO making all of the decisions. 


o The Budget Committee is acting in an oversight and advisory capacity to the 


Superintendent/President regarding budget planning and recommendations.    In 


addition, full transparency is being afforded all and the openness has provided a 


wide scope of interest and perspective.   


o The external Fiscal Consultant is in near-daily contact with fiscal staff to review 


and provide feedback regarding budget decisions. 


o Back-up documentation is provided to justify all major budget determinations. 


 The Budget Committee is effective in serving as a viable source for discussion, 


consideration, and recommendations regarding budget decisions. 


o Full transparency regarding complex fiscal operations is being openly and freely 


provided. 
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o Documents and materials are provided to justify recommendations or to explain 


complicated budget determinations. 


o Meetings are open to the entire college community with a high degree of 


participation and attendance. 


o Past concerns over retaliation or intimidation have been eliminated and an 


environment of respect and open discussion of difficult issues prevails. 


o A clear structure is being put into place that integrates budget development with 


strategic planning and program review. 


 


 Current fiscal staff is highly talented in understanding the scope of the budget and is 


being provided with additional training and mentoring to acquire greater fiscal 


sophistication. 


 


 External consultants (Magis Advisors) are now being used to provide additional expert 


financial services on specific areas of concern (COP) and this type of external resource 


will continue to be available as the need arises. 


 


 The RFP for a new audit firm has concluded and a new firm will be identified and 


approved by the Board of Trustees on May 22, 2012. 


 


Palo Verde College respectfully submits this update to further assure the Commission that 


although the fiscal situation is challenging, the College is working responsibly to plan carefully  to 


ensure institutional integrity. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


Denise Whittaker 


Interim Superintendent/President 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


Psychology 
 


 


 


1. Program Strengths: 


 


a. Implementation of an associate of arts degree in psychology 


 


b. To enhance opportunities for student success, faculty Implemented pre-requisites 


in English for introductory psychology courses, and implemented a sequence for 


psychology program courses. 


 


c. Implementation of research methods course as a follow-up to the prior program 


review. 


 


 


2. Program Weaknesses: 


 


Need for additional faculty, mainly adjuncts, to support the associate of arts in 


psychology degree. 


 


 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 


 


a. Continue efforts in continuous assessment of student learning outcomes at the course 


and program levels. 


 


b. Committee encourages implementation of online courses.  


 


4. Committee Determination:  
 


Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 
 


 


 


 


 


 
Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 


 


 
 







Division of History, Social and Behavioral Sciences: Psychology 


Program Review 2012 


 


Program Evaluation 


Summary  


To be completed by 


the Program Review 


Committee members 


The Program Review Committee shall, after reviewing each program review 


report, prepare a Program Evaluation Summary, which shall be made a part of the 


program review report and shall address these items: 


 


1. Program Strengths: 


2. Program Weaknesses: 


3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 


4. Committee Determination: 


       a. Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 


       b. Report is returned to the department for further work, as follows: 


 


1. Support of the 


College Mission 


A. State the purpose of program. 


 


The Psychology Program offers students a comprehensive 


education in the rational science of affect, behavior, and 


cognition. A variety of course offerings allows students to expand 


their intellectual horizons through the study and practice of the 


core ideas and skills of psychology. Psychology courses satisfy 


general education requirements and electives for Associates 


degrees, and most courses transfer to four-year institutions. Palo 


Verde College’s Associate in Arts in Psychology for Transfer 


degree is designed to meet the requirements for transfer to the 


California State University system, and was approved by the 


Chancellor’s Office in May, 2011. 


  


B. Describe how the program supports the overall mission of the College as 


adopted by the Board of Trustees. 


 


The Psychology Program in the division of History, Social and 


Behavioral Sciences continually strives to provide exemplary 


learning environments that promote student success and foster 


the lifelong love of learning. The study of psychology enhances 


students’ personal development, and provides insight into 


interpersonal relationships, cultural differences, and community 


outreach.  


 


C. Describe the unique institutional goal the program achieves. 


 


The Psychology Program serves to fulfill transferable course 


requirements and/or electives, as well as a transferable 


Associate’s Degree. 







 


2 Accomplishments in 


Achieving Goals 


Outlined in the 


Previous Program 


Review 


A. Describe progress in achieving goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such achievements. 


 


The previous program review identified the need for a research 


methods course in psychology. This goal has been realized by the 


development and approval of PSY 150 (Research Methods in 


Psychology). A prerequisite of English 099 eligibility is in place 


for all psychology courses, and PSY 101 (General Psychology) is 


now a prerequisite for PSY 210 (Abnormal Psychology). We 


believe the implementation of prerequisites will improve student 


success rates in psychology courses. All course outlines are 


currently up to date.  


 


B. Explain modifications of goals outlined in the previous program review, 


providing evidence documenting such modifications. 


 


The previous program review described a need for more 


instructors, and funds for professional development and college-


sponsored events. Due to budgetary constraints, these goals 


cannot be achieved at this time. 


 


3. Populations Served 


A. Describe the populations served by the program, including special 


populations. 


 


The Psychology Program serves students pursuing careers in the 


nursing field; students seeking associate’s degrees and/or 


certificates in a variety of disciplines; students seeking to transfer 


to four-year institutions; and individuals seeking personal 


enrichment. In addition to the traditional face-to-face student, 


other populations served include inmate students, local 


correspondence students, DSPS, and EOPS students. 


 


B. Describe other populations that should be served by the program, and describe 


plans to serve them in the future. 


 


The division would like to increase the availability of online 


courses, in order to better serve students with issues related to 


transportation and/or distance. We plan to develop and offer an 


online section of PSY 101 by Fall, 2013. 


 


4. Curriculum History 
List the courses constituting the program. Of the courses constituting the 


program, list those courses that have not been successfully offered at least once 







during the preceding six (6) semesters.  Explain why such courses were not 


successfully offered. Provide a strategy for improving their success, or explain 


why they should not be removed from the program. 


 


PSY 080: Supplemental Instruction for Psychology 


PSY 101: General Psychology 


PSY 110: Personal and Social Adjustment I 


PSY 115: Human Sexuality* 


PSY 145: Human Relations* 


PSY 150: Introduction to Research Methods* 


PSY 155: Introduction to Statistical Analysis for the Social 


Sciences* 


PSY 201: Life Span Development 


PSY 205: Introduction to Biological Psychology* 


PSY 210: Abnormal Psychology 


PSY 215: Social Psychology* 


PSY 220: Counseling and Interviewing 


PSY 280: Selected Topics in Psychology* 


PSY 290: Selected Studies in Psychology* 


 


*These courses were not successfully offered at least once during 


the preceding six (6) semesters. These courses should continue in 


active status due to the new degree program in psychology. 


 


5. Course Scheduling 


and Availability 


Describe how effectively the scheduling process of classes in the program: 


A. Optimizes class availability for day students, evening students and distance 


education students. 


 


Currently, psychology courses are only offered face-to-face in the 


evening, and via correspondence. Students have not shown an 


interest in day scheduling of courses.   


 


B. Optimizes student learning. 


 


Face-to-face students consistently receive high quality instruction 


and favorably evaluate faculty. The wide availability of 


correspondence courses ensures that students with issues related 


to transportation or distance can complete their programs of 


study. Unfortunately, adjunct faculty in psychology is not 


evaluated, so the quality of instruction cannot be assumed. 


 


6. Student Learning A. Describe the process by which the program identifies measures and evaluates 







Outcomes student learning outcomes at the course, program and degree levels, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


At the course level, student learning outcomes (SLOs), 


instructional strategies, and assessment measures are identified 


on each course outline of record and on every course syllabus. At 


the division level, the following SLOs have been agreed upon: 


1) Describe and evaluate critically the role  and significance 


of history, social and behavioral sciences in the 


community and the world 


2) Exhibit multiple skills including critical thinking, written 


and oral communication, and problem solving 


3) Demonstrate research competency 


 


Subject specific SLOs include the following: 


1. Identify the basic subject matter of psychology even though it 


may be discussed in differing terminology (such as "behavior", 


"behavior and mental processes", and "emotions, actions and 


thoughts").  


 2. Identify the major people and historical events important to the 


study of psychology.  


 3. Compare and contrast the major schools of thought in 


contemporary psychology, including the basic assumptions 


underlying each major school of thought.  


 4. Identify the basic process of scientific experimentation, and be 


able to identify errors in scientific research and the problems 


caused by those errors.  


 5. Identify the characteristics of a scientific explanation, identify 


the characteristics of pseudo explanations, and state the 


consequences of believing in pseudo explanations.  


 
 


B. Describe the process by which program improvements are made, and provide 


evidence that this process is being followed. 


 


All departments in the division are continually working on course 


outline updates, as well as identifying courses to be moved to 


inactive status. The development of the new course – Research 


Methods in Psychology – serves to satisfy the requirements for 


our transfer degree in psychology. These changes and 


improvements are evidenced by Curriculum Committee minutes 


and catalog changes. Furthermore, faculties use data from 


student learning outcomes assessment to make modifications and 


improvements to instruction on an ongoing basis. 







 


7. Program and Course 


Coverage 


A. Describe how effectively courses in the program are covered by: 


     1) Full-time faculty; 2) Part-time (adjunct) faculty 


 


The Psychology Program currently has one full-time faculty 


member, and at least four adjunct instructors who are highly 


qualified. 


 


B. Describe ongoing or projected deficiencies in faculty coverage of courses in 


the program. 


 


N/A 


 


C. Describe plans to improve program and course coverage, if applicable. 


 


N/A 


 


8. Professional 


Development 


A. Describe specific professional development activities in which faculty 


members in the program participate, and explain how such activities benefit or 


enhance the program and support and facilitate student learning outcomes. 


 


Due to budgetary constraints, professional development activities 


have been limited to flex day training, online seminars, and 


consultation with colleagues.  


 


B. Describe areas of unmet professional development needs among faculty in the 


program, if applicable, and outline plans to address those needs. 


 


All departments in the division recognize the need for additional 


professional development opportunities; however, the current 


financial situation precludes participation in off-site training 


opportunities. 


 


 


9. Student 


Performance 


and 


Completion 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester course completions in the 


program over the preceding six (6) semesters. (Course completion rate = A, B, C or 


CR divided by A, B, C, D, F, CR, NC, W, MW, IP) 


 
 
 


      







Student Success 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


PSY 101             


A,B,C,P 80 66 51 55 58 54 


A,B,C,P…W 101 88 70 91 75 99 


% Success  79.2% 75.0% 72.9% 60.4% 77.3% 54.5% 


              


PSY 110             


A,B,C,P 10   26   23   


A,B,C,P…W 14   30   27   


% Success  71.4%   71.4%   86.7%   


              


PSY 145             


A,B,C,P   12   13   21 


A,B,C,P…W   18   14   31 


% Success    66.7%   92.9%   67.7% 


              


PSY 201             


A,B,C,P   26   30   30 


A,B,C,P…W   46   47   58 


% Success    56.5%   63.8%   51.7% 


              


PSY 210             


A,B,C,P 5 8 6   10 4 


A,B,C,P…W 8 15 10   20 12 


% Success  62.5% 53.3% 60.0%   50.0% 33.3% 


              


PSY 220             


A,B,C,P 30   38   37 39 


A,B,C,P…W 32   40   44 46 


% Success  93.8%   95.0%   84.1% 84.8% 


 


 
 


      
       
                     
       Completion for some courses has been poor. In order to address this, prerequisites 


have been implemented for all psychology courses. 


 


B. Display and comment on annual degree or certificate completions, if applicable, 


over the preceding three (3) academic years.  N/A 


*Success is defined as earning a grade of A,B,C or P.  Success rate is calculated as 
follows: A,B,C,P divided by A,B,C,D,F,I,NP,P,W.    







10. 


Enrollment 


and 


Financial 


Trends 


A. Display and comment on semester-by-semester enrollments in program courses over the 


preceding six (6) semesters.   


 


Enrollment History 


  Fall 08 Spr 09 Fall 09 Spr 10 Fall 10 Spr 11 


PSY 101-01 28 26 23 23 25 24 


PSY 101-02 19 32 24 9 25 17 


PSY 101-03 28 30 23 29 25 29 


PSY 101-04 26     30   29 


              


PSY 110-1 14   30   27   


PSY 110-2             


              


PSY 145-1   18   14   10 


PSY 145-2           21 


PSY 145-3             


              


              


PSY 201-01   16   22   22 


PSY 201-02   30   25   20 


PSY 201-03           16 


              


PSY 210-01 8 15 10   20 12 


PSY 210-02             


PSY 210-03             


              


PSY 220-01 18           


PSY 220-02 14   23   22 23 


PSY 220-03     17   22 23 


       
       
       Enrollment has been increasing over the last three years. Due to the new degree 


program in psychology, it is likely that enrollment in these courses will continue 


to grow. 


 


B. Display and comment on annual program expenditures over the preceding three (3) years, as to: 


supplies, contracts, capital outlay and other non-salary expenses. 


  


 
Benefits Supplies 


Operating 


Expenses 
Capital TOTAL 


2006-2007 


Psychology   


     


$24,038.      $590.  $410.  $ 0              $25,038. 


       







  


 
Benefits Supplies 


Operating 


Expenses 
Capital TOTAL 


2007-2008 


Psychology   


      


$26,030. 


      


$592.  $ 697.            $ 0    $27,319. 


         


 
Benefits Supplies 


Operating 


Expenses 
Capital TOTAL 


2008-2009 


Psychology 


 


     


$15,656. 


      


$393.  $ 0  $ 0     $16,049.  


       
         


 
Benefits Supplies 


Operating 


Expenses 
Capital TOTAL 


2009-2010 


Psychology 


 


      


$11,527.  


      


$376.   $ 0    $ 0               $ 11,903. 


         


 
Benefits Supplies 


Operating 


Expenses 
Capital TOTAL 


2010-2011 


Psychology         


     


$11,535. 


      


$128.  $ 0     $ 0             $ 11,663.  


        


Expenditures have been reduced over the last three years, without compromising 


the integrity of the program. 


 


11. 


Facilities 


and 


Equipment 


A.  Are current facilities, such as classrooms, offices and equipment, adequate to support the 


program? Explain. 


 


Yes.  


 


B. Is available dedicated space adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


C. Is available equipment adequate to support the program? Explain. 


 


Yes. 


 


D. Describe plans for future changes in support facilities or equipment. 


 


N/A 


 


12. 


Strengths 


and 


Weaknesses 


A. List and comment on the major strengths of the program. 


 


1. The Psychology Program offers a wide variety of courses. 







2. Faculty members are knowledgeable and experienced. 


3. Faculty members are committed to academic integrity and student success. 


4. Multiple modalities of instruction are used in order to optimize student 


learning. 


5. An Associate in Arts degree in Psychology is now available for students, and 


gaining popularity. 


 


B. List and comment on the major weaknesses of the program. 


 


1. The Psychology Program has been overly reliant on adjunct faculty. 


2. The addition of the Associate in Arts degree in Psychology requires that 


additional courses be regularly offered, increasing the need for additional full-


time faculty. 


 


13. Plans to 


Remedy 


Weaknesses 


Identify specific steps to correct identified weaknesses and provide the timeline by which they are to 


be corrected. 


 


Due to budget constraints and a hiring freeze, there is no plan to add additional 


faculty at this time. 


 


14. Plans to 


Advance the 


Program 


Describe other plans that will advance the program. 


 


The division will continue to review courses to ensure they are current, and being 


successfully offered. We will use SLO assessment data to guide instructional 


improvement, and continue to seek additional full-time faculty members, in order 


to reduce the disproportionate number of adjunct faculty in our division.  
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To support the students in their attempts to learn analytical skills, perseverance, and detail so that 


they might be better prepared for the job market 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 


Math 
 
 


1. Program Strengths: 
 


a. Faculty willingness to attempt innovative teaching methodologies and 
techniques, such as online instruction and implementation of the Hawkes 
Learning System. 


 
b. Faculty willingness to implement new technologies in teaching including the 


Starboard and ITV transmission to the Needles Center. 
 


c. Faculty demonstrated commitment to professional development through 
conferences and seminars. 


 
d. Courses in basic skills courses offered in small time segments on a daily basis to 


enhance student participation and learning. 
 


2. Program Weaknesses: 
 


Faculty states the need for more usage of open resource materials to reduce the burden 
of costs to the students. 


 
3. Recommendations for Program Improvement: 


 
a. Research the availability of open resource textbooks and materials in math, 


particularly basic skills math, and evaluate the feasibility of implanting such 
materials. 


 
b. Continue efforts in program and course learning assessment. 


 
c. Using research-based approaches continue investigating innovations in 


scheduling and technology. 
 


4. Committee Determination:  
 


Report is accepted and may proceed to the next step in the process. 
 


Program Review Committee Approval Date: April 17, 2012 
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PART I: SUPPORT OF THE COLLEGE MISSION 


A. STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM. 


To support the students in their attempts to learn analytical skills, perseverance, and detail so that 


they might be better prepared for the job market. Mat 106 and higher level math courses transfer to 


most (all) 4 year institutions. ASSIST.org has articulated these math courses for certain majors.  


Some TMCs and parts of our Associate of Arts require certain math courses above number 100. 


   


B. DESCRIBE HOW THE PROGRAM SUPPORTS THE OVERALL MISSION OF THE COLLEGE AS 


ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 


Math skills help the students develop their abilities to think and work together with others as they 


develop the thought process.  This tends to promote student success, lifelong learning, and 


community development.  


  


C.  DESCRIBE THE UNIQUE INSTITUTIONAL GOAL THE PROGRAM ACHIEVES.  


We teach mathematics to many students who are at risk educationally.  Many are not well 


prepared for the college environment, with parents who haven’t experienced higher education as a 


way to economic success.  Two unique aspects of our program are the Hawkes Learning and the 


Bridge. These have helped the math department to reach more of these students. Hawkes is a 


computerized math learning system in which students do homework, quizzes, practice problems 


online.  The computer software will let you pass a section provided a certain percentage is 


obtained.  Without the appropriate minimum percentage, it will give you more problems and help 


until you do reach the appropriate minimum percentage. 


 


PART II: ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN ACHIEVING GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM 


REVIEW.   


A. DESCRIBE PROGRESS IN ACHIEVING GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM REVIEW, 


PROVIDING EVIDENCE DOCUMENTING SUCH ACHIEVEMENTS.   


Course outlines are presently being updated - especially to reflect online courses, hybrid courses, 


ITV courses, and Correspondence Education courses.  Most of these changes started in Fall 2010.  


Technology (ITV, internet, Starboard, polycomm, etc.) and Hawkes learning software is causing 


changes in mathematics instruction.  This is being done in order to have better educated math 


students.  


 


B. EXPLAIN MODIFICATIONS OF GOALS OUTLINED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM REVIEW, 


PROVIDING EVIDENCE DOCUMENTING SUCH MODIFICATIONS.   


When the Hawkes Learning Program is set to a high level, the program forces students to increase 


their level of competency and comprehension. This then relates to higher homework grades. Since 


Hawkes can be done at any computer then, if attendance is low, the students can work off campus 


at their own PC.  The Hawkes tutorial is on our website. The Bridge and online courses also 


enable students to work off campus. Pre/Post tests are still being administered.  The “attendance” 


hurdle is thus weakened.   
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PART III: POPULATIONS SERVED. 


A. DESCRIBE POPULATIONS SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING SPECIAL POPULATIONS.   


Online service is being extended to anyone who has internet and to Needles students through the 


Polycom and the Starboard. This is in addition to on-campus students. 


   


B. DESCRIBE OTHER POPULATIONS THAT SHOULD BE SERVED BY THE PROGRAM, AND DESCRIBE 


PLANS TO SERVE THEM IN THE FUTURE.   


More online courses will bring more students.  The Polycom (ITV) will bring in more Needles 


students without having to hire more math instructors. Hybrid courses will bring in students who 


need combinations of the various modes of instruction.   


 


PART IV: CURRICULUM HISTORY. 


A. LIST THE COURSES CONSTITUTING THE PROGRAM.  OF THE COURSES CONSTITUTING THE 


PROGRAM, LIST THOSE COURSES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED AT LEAST 


ONCE DURING THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS.  EXPLAIN WHY SUCH COURSES WERE 


NOT SUCCESSFULLY OFFERED.   


COURSES: 


Mat 80 Basic Arithmetic Skills 


Mat 81 Fundamentals of Arithmetic (Pre-Algebra)-Correspondence Education 


Mat 82 Fundamentals of Arithmetic with Lab (Pre-Algebra) 


Mat 83 Elementary Algebra –Correspondence Education 


Mat 84 Elementary Algebra with Lab (also online) 


Mat 86 Intermediate Algebra – Correspondence Education 


Mat 88 Intermediate Algebra with Lab (also online) 


*Mat 100 Math for Prospective Elementary School Teachers 


*Mat 103 Math for Elementary Teachers I 


*Mat 104 Math for Elementary Teachers II 


Mat 106 Statistics 


*Mat 108 Liberal Arts Math - inactive as of November 2011 due to low enrollment. (It 


was offered during spring 2011 as an independent study but had only 2 students.) 


Mat 110 College Algebra  


Mat 210 Pre-Calculus 


Mat 220 Calculus I 


Mat 224 Calculus II (not offered because of low enrollment) 


Mat 226 Calculus III (not offered because of low enrollment) 


*Mat 280 and Mat 290 Selected topics in Mathematics (not offered during the past 6 


semesters due to no enrollment) 


(*means inactive as of Nov. 2011) 
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B. PROVIDE A STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING THEIR SUCCESS, OR EXPLAIN WHY THEY SHOULD 


NOT BE REMOVED FROM THE PROGRAM. 


 


Counselors could have sign-up sheets for the non-offered courses in advance in order to determine 


if these courses can be offered. Online versions of these courses should be constructed. Mat 84 and 


Mat 88 are presently online with Mat 110 forthcoming.  The math department plans to start 


offering courses online and then evaluate the courses which have good enrollments.  The upper 


level courses should not be put on “inactive” status since they are needed for careers such as 


medicine, engineering, computer science, and science.  


 


PART V: COURSE SCHEDULING AND AVAILABILITY. 


 


A. DESCRIBE HOW EFFECTIVE THE SCHEDULING PROCESS OF CLASSES IS IN THE PROGRAM: 


OPTIMIZES CLASS AVAILABILITY FOR DAY STUDENTS, EVENING STUDENTS, AND 


CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION STUDENTS. 


We offer classes Monday through Thursday –day and evening. Most classes meet in the same time 


slots thus offering ease of transferring a student from one course to another, if needed.  The math 


department also works with the learning communities in order to help students enroll in more 


classes by not conflicting courses from Math, English, and Reading.   


 


B. OPTIMIZES STUDENT LEARNING. 


ITV courses allow Needles students to join classes in Blythe, thus increasing enrollment without 


hiring more instructors.  Mat 84 and Mat 88 are also offered online as well as face-to-face.. A 


greater volume of students can learn at once.   


 


PART VI: STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES. 


  


A. DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE PROGRAM IDENTIFIES, MEASURES, AND EVALUATES 


STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES AT THE COURSE, PROGRAM AND DEGREE LEVELS, AND 


PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING FOLLOWED.   


Pre and Post tests are still continually being administered in face-to-face classes   as stated in the 


most recent program review.  Traditional tests, quizzes, and homework are being assigned and 


graded with appropriate corrections and comments.  


  


B. DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE, AND PROVIDE 


EVIDENCE THAT THIS PROCESS IS BEING FOLLOWED.   


When post tests are given at the end of each semester the results are compared to those of the pre- 


tests.  Adjustments to the course are then studied and altered in order to help students succeed. 


The Hawkes Learning System aides in this process automatically through the computer.  Our 


small math department continually converses about better ideas for our classes.   
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PART VII: PROGRAM AND COURSE COVERAGE 


A. DESCRIBE HOW EFFECTIVELY COURSES IN THE PROGRAM ARE COVERED BY FULL-TIME 


FACULTY AND PART-TIME (ADJUNCT) FACULTY. 


At present, Mathematics Department has two full-time math instructors (Sandra Sher and Paul 


Shibalovich), two full-time instructors who teach mathematics and another subject (Alejandro 


Garcia and Biju Raman), and four part-time instructors. Math faculties are capable to cover all 


math courses offered to the students. We seem to have enough part-time instructors at this time. 


Mathematics department offers courses in face-to-face, ITV, online, and correspondence formats. 


All full-time instructors have been trained to use ITV equipment and are capable to offer courses in 


face-to-face, ITV, and correspondence formats. Some full-time teach online courses. Part-time 


faculty teaches correspondence or face-to-face courses.  


 


B. DESCRIBE ONGOING OR PROJECTED DEFICIENCIES IN FACULTY COVERAGE OF COURSES IN 


THE PROGRAM. 


With current full-time and part-time faculty, the Mathematics department does not have deficiency 


in course coverage at this time. 


 


C. DESCRIBE PLANS TO IMPROVE PROGRAM AND COURSE COVERAGE, IF APPLICABLE. 


The Mathematics department is still going through the adoption phase of Hawkes Learning System 


(HLS). The full-time math faculty completed their training. However, part-time faculty still needs 


to complete HLS training to be able to utilize the capabilities of the platform.  


 


Currently, Mathematics department offers two math courses online: MAT084 (Introductory 


Algebra) and MAT088 (Intermediate Algebra). We have plans to expand our online course 


offerings in the future. Fall semester 2012, we plan to introduce new MAT110 (College Algebra) 


course online. According to other community colleges in California, MAT084 (Introductory 


Algebra) is the lowest math course that can be offered to college students, because it is difficult to 


build crucial math foundation using online format. Mathematics department has a potential to offer 


math courses beyond MAT110 (College Algebra). However, it needs to be worked out with 


counselors to ensure sufficient enrollment. 


 


PART VIII: FACULTY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 


 


A. DESCRIBE SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN WHICH FACULTY 


MEMBERS IN THE PROGRAM PARTICIPATE, AND EXPLAIN HOW SUCH ACTIVITIES BENEFIT OR 


ENHANCE THE PROGRAM AND SUPPORT AND FACILITATE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES.  


Faculty members of the Mathematics Department are active in professional development by 


attending conferences, workshops, and by sharing their own expertise with one another. Math 


faculty members who attended conferences/workshops share information with the rest of the 


faculty members to facilitate student learning outcomes. 


 


During the past few years, Biju Raman, Sandra Sher, and Paul Shibalovich attended several 
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conferences & workshops on student learning and teaching methodology. These include the 


following: 


 


Conference/Workshop Data 


Conference/Workshop Topic When 


PVC Services Workshop Colleague Interface August 2008 


HLS Workshop Basics of HLS May 2010 


IT Workshop How To Use the Bridge September 2010 


Aleks Webinar Developmental Math October 2010 


HLS Workshop Quizzes & Exams with HLS December 2010 


AMATYC  Math Study Skills Fall 2011 


Basic Skills Initiative Institute Compressed Calendar Fall 2011 


 


In May and December of 2010, full-time math faculty attended HLS workshops to learn how to 


use Hawkes Learning System platform. This provided math faculty additional tools to enhance 


teaching methodology as well as to improve student learning outcomes. With the implementation 


of HLS, full-time faculty has more tools to evaluate student performance and provide more options 


to the DSPS students. In particular, HLS is capable to either narrate lecture to the student or allow 


the student to watch lecture in video format with closed caption, thus ensuring that DSPS students 


are not missing anything from the lecture.  


 


The Bridge workshop helped math faculty to better serve local students as well as those that access 


course materials via the Internet. The Bridge platform allow the faculty to post course syllabi, 


worksheet, study guides, etc.  


 


PVC Services workshop was another successful milestone in the math department. Starting from 


the Fall semester 2008, math faculty started to use the Colleague (PVC Services Interface) to enter 


midterm grades and final grades. Also, the Colleague allows the faculty to find out location of the 


student, which is very useful for Correspondence courses. 


 


After attending Basic Skills Leadership Institute, math department offered remedial math 


 courses in compressed format during Fall semester 2011. The findings showed that 


compressed format produces lower success rates. Therefore, the department discontinued offering 


the math courses in the compressed format. 


 


B. DESCRIBE AREAS OF UNMET PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AMONG FACULTY IN THE 


PROGRAM, IF APPLICABLE, AND OUTLINE PLANS TO ADDRESS THOSE NEEDS.  


The math faculty members conduct self and peer evaluations in order to help determine weak and 


strong elements of his/her teaching methodology and then subsequently review them in order to 


insure providing quality instruction of Mathematics at Palo Verde College. With the adoption of 


Smartboards and implementation of HLS, faculty needs more training to utilize all capabilities of 


the technology. In particular, faculty needs to learn how to use HLS quiz module for pre-tests and 


HLS Report module. This will allow the faculty to identify strengths and weaknesses of the 


students at the early stage, and subsequently, it will help the instructors to craft best possible 
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instructional delivery. 


 


PART IX: STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND COMPLETION 


 


A. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER COURSE COMPLETION IN THE 


PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS. (COURSE COMPLETION RATE = A, B, C, 


D, OR CR DIVIDED BY A, B, C, D, F, CR, NC, W, MW, IP).  


Math faculty members at Palo Verde College closely watch student performance in Mathematics 


in order to facilitate in the delivery of math instruction.  The average completion rate in math 


courses over the past five years was 76.3%. Table below breaks down the completion rates of math 


courses, for face-to-face, correspondence, online, and ITV courses by semesters.  


 


                 Completion Rate 


Academic Year Completion Rate 


Fall 2008 78.3% 


Spring 2009 77.0% 


Fall 2009 81.6% 


Spring 2010 73.9% 


Fall 2010 75.6% 


Spring 2011 71.2% 


Average 76.3% 


 


The average completion rate for Palo Verde College students for 2001-2006 was 80.5%. We 


noticed that recent completion rate average of our students dropped 4.2% when compared with the 


same during previous years. We identified two reasons that contributed to the decline of the 


student completion rare. The first reason was introduction of new technology in our classrooms. 


During the past five years we adopted the Bridge and HLS. Mathematics Department believes that 


the lack of student preparation in using technology caused the completion rate to drop. We think 


that the second factor is associated with reduced hours for tutoring services offered to our students.  


 


B. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON SEMESTER-BY-SEMESTER DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE 


COMPLETION, IF APPLICABLE. 


Not applicable--there is no Mathematics certificate or a degree.  


 


PART X: ENROLLMENT AND FINANCIAL TRENDS 


 


A. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON ANNUAL ENROLLMENT IN THE PROGRAM OVER THE PRECEDING 


SIX (6) SEMESTERS. 


For the past three years, enrollment of math students at PVC has grown the average of 1.5% per 


year. The Math Department is doing its best to meet the growing demand of enrollment at PVC. 


Being a small college remotely located in the desert, we are able to attract more students to study 


mathematics by offering ITV & hybrid courses in addition to face-to-face & correspondence 
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courses. Table below reflects growth of student enrollment for the past three years (headcount of 


students at the end of semester). 


 


     Enrollment Data 


Semester Student Enrollment Year/Year Change 


Fall 2008 517  


Spring 2009 447  


Fall 2009 479 -7.4% 


Spring 2010 429 -4.0% 


Fall 2010 521 8.8% 


Spring 2011 466 8.6% 


Average  1.5% 


 


 


Even though past several years were difficult for Palo Verde College financially, math department 


was able to maintain positive student enrollment growth. Statistics stated in the table above 


suggests that currently, there is no need to hire another full-time math instructor.  


 


B. DISPLAY AND COMMENT ON ANNUAL EXPENSES INCURRED BY THE PROGRAM OVER THE 


PRECEDING SIX (6) SEMESTERS, AS TO: SUPPLIES, CONTRACTS, CAPITAL OUTLAY, AND 


OTHER NON-SALARY EXPENSES. 


Table below shows expenses data of the mathematics department in the past five years stated by 


category in dollar amounts. The last column shows percent change calculated on year over year 


basis (current year/prior year). The table does not show the salaries and benefits expenses. 


 


Expenses Data 


Academic Year Supplies Operating Exp. Capital Total Change 


2006-2007 2,891 865 0 3,756  


2007-2008 2,986 396 0 3,382 -10.0% 


2008-2009 2,260 0 0 2,260 -33.2% 


2009-2010 1,356 0 0 1,356 -40.0% 


2010-2011 0 0 0 0 -100% 


Average --- --- --- --- -45.8% 


 


In the past five years, expenses in the mathematics department at PVC have declined at the average 


rate of 45.8 per year, to the point that faculty didn’t spend any money for supplies, operating 


expense, or capital outlay during 2010-2011 academic year.  Yet in the past three years, math 


faculty were able to maintain average growth of student enrollment at 1.5% per year. We were able 


to do this for the short run. However, it is difficult to provide services with no money for supplies 


and operational expenses. 
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PART XI: FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 


 


A. ARE CURRENT FACILITIES, SUCH AS CLASSROOMS, OFFICES AND EQUIPMENT, ADEQUATE TO 


SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? EXPLAIN. 


At present we are well supported with the computer labs availability, Hawkes Learning System 


software on all campus computers, dedicated server for the computer software authentication on 


campus, polycomm connectivity with the Needles Center classrooms, STAR boards for electronic 


classroom. While the computer labs in the classroom are adequate for today’s needs, in the future 


we need to provide funds for replacing or upgrading the personal computers. 


 


B. IS AVAILABLE DEDICATED SPACE ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? EXPLAIN. 


With the projected year on year growth of 1.5%, the classroom/lab availability is adequate to 


support the program at present. 


 


C. IS AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM? EXPLAIN. 


As explained in part A., funds need to be provided for the replacement/upgrading of the PC and the 


maintenance of the Polycomms and other equipment needed for ITV classes in Needles center. 


 


D. DESCRIBE PLANS FOR FUTURE CHANGES IN SUPPORT FACILITIES OR EQUIPMENT. 


While the Math department unanimously adopted the Hawkes Learning System Software for all of 


our MAT classes, we are continuously revaluating the Student Learning Outcomes against the 


effectiveness of the computer adaptive math teaching software. 


 


PART XII: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 


 


A. LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM. 


Math department is constantly evaluating our learning materials against the Student learning 


Outcomes, we revise our course outlines to keep them current and adapt our teaching techniques to 


incorporate the latest technology and tools that are available on the market. 


 


B. LIST AND COMMENT ON THE MAJOR WEAKNESSES OF THE PROGRAM. 


While we are using a lot of proprietary software, like the Hawkes Learning System, we are not 


using sufficient OER (open educational resources) like Khan Academy, MIT open courseware and 


other resources to incorporate into our teaching pedagogy. This will not only reduce the cost 


burden to the students since these are free and constantly updated, it will enable us to market the 


program across the country with a unique perspective. 


 


Currently, we have only two remedial/basic skills courses which are online: MAT 084 – 


Elementary Algebra and MAT 086 – Intermediate Algebra. More courses can be developed to be 


taught online, and one, MAT 110 – College Algebra, is in the process of being prepared to be 


presented to the Curriculum Committee. 
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PART XIII: PLANS TO REMEDY WEAKNESSES 


A. IDENTIFY SPECIFIC STEPS TO CORRECT IDENTIFIED WEAKNESSES AND PROVIDE THE 


TIMELINE BY WHICH THEY ARE TO BE CORRECTED. 


Currently we are completing the 3rd year of a 5 year Title III grant that is enabling us to go towards 


a virtually connected campus. We have to make full use of these opportunities to identify and 


establish good OER so that a completely online MATH program becomes not only viable but also 


competitive because of the low cost to the students. 


 


 


PART XIV: PLANS TO ADVANCE THE PROGRAM 


DESCRIBE OTHER PLANS THAT WILL ADVANCE THE PROGRAM. 


 


Currently Math Instructors, especially those teaching the Basic Skills classes, enjoy in-class 


tutoring and other services which need to be supported by the District on an ongoing basis.  


 


Additionally, smaller classes benefit the students in these remedial classes, and students enjoy a 


level of support and interaction with the instructor which is critical to the student’s success. 


 


The Math department continues to encourage the scheduling of the face –to- face basic skills 


classes, namely, MAT 080 – Basic Arithmetic and MAT 082 – Arithmetic Fundamentals with lab, 


on a daily basis throughout the week, so that the students can benefit from the same topic being 


discussed at the same time of the day and the constant engagement reinforces the student learning 


outcomes. 


 


Sign-up sheets for classes which do not form part of the two year plan will be placed with the 


counselors, so that when sufficient numbers are available, these courses can be offered. 


 


Hawkes Learning System training for adjuncts will be scheduled, during the Spring 2012 semester 


so that there is training available for the uniform implementation of Hawkes among adjunct and 


full time faculty at Palo Verde College. 


 


The Math Department will continue to offer the lowest levels of Math like MAT 080 – Basic 


Arithmetic and MAT 082 – Arithmetic Fundamentals with Lab in small time segments meeting on 


a daily basis to reinforce the Student Learning Outcomes in those classes. 





